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This i~ the report of a studylof the work of thrG~ general
practitioners and of tto views and exp<:l'iences of son!, of the patients
before ~nd after the opening of a h~alth cent~: in Carterton, Oxfordshire .
This centre replaced the branch surg~ry of or.e practice (with ,·'hlch the
study is primarily concerned) and provided br<l.nch surgery ac"oI:m1odation for
another in a residential area rapidly growing up around what was
originally a small village .
The work of the doctors ~las stud] ecl over a period of two years
commencing in A'lgust 1971. Th" c,?ntr" opened in t·lay 1972. ,~postal
survey of p."tients m1S undertaken just before the centre opened and
again 13 months later.
che number of patients registered witp the practice studied, and
whose r<:cords were hold at C'lrterton (as distinct fror:> the main surgery
sami;; three miles ~.way) incroao,ed rapidly duriDt1 the p("~iod when worklo('"1.2
records W<'re being kep't; ilnd the workload incr3ased almost in proportion
to tpis increase i.n m.mb€r",. ThE' respondents to the survey of patients'
opinions and ~xperience after the centre opened appeared on average
to r;,call Rttending their doctor 16s~ oft6n in the year folloHing the
openin!~ of the h~~altr. centre than r'.::spC'nd~';nt8 questioned jus"t ~~efore t~)t~
healtt centre op'med about a sirt:lar pc:dad of time. Hm",vGr, th"y
'11so recall!:d feeling the n()(,d for "tt'cc"tion from their doctor~ but not
seeking it for some reason, less frequently wl"'n the centre was open than
respond~nts in tee 'h~foref survey .
The centre w,::ts mClrtJ conveniently lOcilted than the small sUI'!;cry
it n'placed and pro\1idcd accommodation for ,} number of he'llth authority
services some of which were previously only ~v7iln116 some miles away in tovTns .
Th" h",~lth centre at Csrt,rton app8cred t() b", about the most populRr
of thG five considered in this series of studies, although it was vpry
small and simple in design ,With limit"d filcilitios. (In our studies
patients of small centres appe2r to be more favourably disposed to their
health centr" than patients of larger est<lblishments) The elderly were,
at least as well disposed to the health centre as younger age groups .
Possible explanations for the populari.ty of this centre and for the lack
of enthusiasm manifoested towards it by a minority of respond.ents, are
examined .
..--_._-
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NOTE ON THE STPUCTUllE OF THIS REPORT
This re-port contains il. description of the study a"ld cOl!lIl1entary
on the results together with discussion. It includes a numbor of
tables su~marising results obtained and is intended to be self
contained for tho general reader.
The rcse~rch documents - records and questionnaires used and notes
on their' cnl1'pletion - are founa in the Appendix Section (Separately
Bound) ,
The Statistic?.l Supplement which is ;'llso sepilr:'ltely »onnd contains
a large number nf tables from the worklo",i studies; the j OUr'rH,y 1:0
surgery study 1nd tho,) 1?ostal survey of patient,s for those Hho wish
to examin... the d,et':! in ,,",;reRte'r detail (refc,r(·nces to l"clcv"Int 3ect;ons































In May 1972 a health centre was opened in Carterton, Oxfordshire.
This was intended primarily to serve a residential area which was
rapidly growing up around the major R.A.F. Transport Command Base of
Brize Norton. The general practitioners who worked from the centre
came from two practices which were ))aserl in the neigr1;bouring and old
established towns of Bampton and Burford which were about four miles
and three nU.les respectively from Carterton (see map 1).
Prior to the opening of the centre the Bampton practico had
for about ten years been operating a small but, as Carterton grew,
an increasingly active branch surgery served by three of the four
pal'tners~ In recent years the Carterton patients of the Burford
practice had tri'lvclled to theIr doctors' surgery at Bnrford itself
though at an earlier period they had held surgeri2s in Car-tarton.
At the time of the openJ.ng of the centre abeut 4,000 patients in the
Carterton area wore registered with the Bam~ton practice comnared with
about SOC ~ho were regist·,red with the Burford pructic0.
This study is concerned only with the activities ef the Bampton
practice which were based at its Carterton surgery (subsequently the
health centre) and of the patients of the practice who 'If;ed tnnt surr;,"'Y
rather than the other and at le~st nominally main surgr,ry in BaMpton.
Because of the distance between BamptOIl and Carterton a'ld the fact that
certain doctors in the practice Here par-ticularly concerned with the
Carterton surgery the two ends of the pr:!ctice WE're thought to be larr"'lly
separate; particularly as the branch surgery and the centre which supE'rseded
it were bo~h open on all weekdays (except Saturday).
1 This was the situation immediately befol'<.! the health centre op,'ned,
the fourth partner having joined th.., pr~ctice ceveral months previously;

























The pur,ose of this study was,
1. To examine the worklo~G of th~ Bampton practi~e doctors which
arose at the Carterton surgery or~erived from the p~tients who regarded
the Carterton surge~' ~s their normal ~lacG of attendance (i.e. whose
records were kept th"re) in order to sec jf ~ny changes in magnitude or
character follow,"d upon the openinp of the contre.
2. To question samples of patients from those whose records were held
at the Carterton surgery before and after the opening of the health cen-er"
to compare their opinions and eKpe~ience about the health centre and the
premises it replaced; and related matters.
This was the lest of a series of studies directed at finding out
what happened whGn a health contr<a o?enec and as such in d;:,signing the;
records used particularly for the workload studi<:s an attempt Ims made
based cn (;"3rlil1r experi8nce to d,;fine 'terns with as much prt-')cision DoS

















1. Information from the 1971 Census
To obtain information about the socio-economic chari'letpT.'istics of
the ar'ea served by thE. Carterton surgE)ry data \Jorp o];tdined from the
1971 census for the set of enumoration district" Hhich as n"arly as
possible matched the area in qUi,sti.-,n (for full d2taiJs s.>: tables
SEl to SE5 of th8 statistical supplement). Ttc data f~m this ~OUI'ee
were compared with those froJ!l thr~ SRmf,o census fot' Eng.1.and arId "1ales
as a whol.." ,md for another semi· rural area.
2. Routinc workload data collE)ction
and rtJpeat contacts at e<.lch surgery or ante-natal ~a~ssion or in a days'
visiting (distinguishinz between 'ordinary' consultations and those concerned
with pregnancy). (For full details of data cOllected see the statistical
supplement sectioL headed Weekly Summary Sh0ets.)
For a period of two years co",r;l'cncing August 9th 1971 (.:xcept in the
period immediately folloving the opc,ninr, of thD centr·~· in ",3.<1-, May 1972
and when illness of practice staff pI',e,vented this) sil'lpl·, data on surgery













3. Detailed workload data collection
~.~_._--_._-----_. -
For four periods, two before and tt,m after the op<ming of the centre.
more detailed data were collected about sargery contacts and hOMa visits using
the 'detailed' workload recording forms (sbe records 3 and 4 in appendix 2).
The periods were as follows:
The surgery detailed workload record ,
Period 1: A pilot run of 4 days in CJptG~.;€T.' 1971 undertaken by one
doctor only (Doctor X) and constituting the equivalent of 1+1/3 normal
weeks of surgery work fcr th'lt doctor in the Carterton surgE:ry.
Two weeks cornr.loncing r!ov'2mber 8th 1971.Period 2:
Period 3:
Period 4:
Three weeks comlnencing November 6th 1972.
Two weeks commencing April 301:'". 1973.
The home visiting detailed r8cord:
Period 1: As for period 1 in th" Cil.se of the detailed workload record
Yee?ing for burgery sessions - again a pilot run undertaken by Doctor Y
only.
Period 2: Two weeks comm~ncing ~ay 1st 1972; note this was net the






















Period 3: Three weeks commencing November 5th 1972 (i.e. effectively
thE' Bam,'; period as that covered by period 3 for the surgery detailed
workload record keeping).
Period 4: Two weeks cornnencing April 30th 1973 (the same peri.od as that
covered by period 4 of the surg('r~ detailed workload record keeping).
In these records for each patient attended during th" r"c0rding period
the following information was recorded; age, sex, marital status, t:~e of
consultation - 1. e. whether n"H, acute retUl"'I1, chronic return etc. (allowing
for more than one classification if more than one condition prescnt~d although
in practice only one entry of this kind wes provided per patient in each case
by all doctors); who initiated the consulte.tion - La. wheth,:r doctor, !,'ltbnt
or other; and the action taken e.g. whether a prescription W33 issu"d, whether
arrangements were rr,ade for an X-ray examination, or arr.::mp,cments milde for a
return consultation to the general pril.ctition0r in the Surf':8ry or the nurse in
the surgery etc. (br full d,oteils sec the r<?cord form itsdf and
associated notes in apppndix 2).
For four periods each of about a fortnight, two before and two after the
opening of the centre, all patients attending at the Cartevton surgery to s~e
doctors of the Bampton ?ra.ctice were questioned ab:out their j'mrney to the
surgery and the information recorded on the transport to surf,0ry ferm (see
record 5 appendix 3) th~ recording periods WAre as fellows:
Pariod 1: lOth to 21st January 1972 (nine Heekdays)
Period 2, 1st to 16th May 1972 (ten weekdays)
Period 3: 5th to 16th March 1973 (ten weekdays)
Period 4: 21st !1ay to 1st June 1073 (nin" we0kdays)
on the record form used the following iT: formation was recorded for each patient:
age, sex, type of place frc,m which journey COl'll"enced Le. Hheth€v h,.,,"C', >1vrk,
school or oth')r, the addvess of the: place travelled from, the length ::·f thc
travelling ti"'G to the surgery in minutes nnd th, methoG 'lf triCvel uS'3d





















These sur"eys were conduct"d among patients of th", B'3mpt0l1 practice
whose records wer,' held at the Cnrterton surger,,]. Postal questi.onnaire(l were
sent to samples of such patients both befor'" and Rfter th'" health cClntre oponr.d
(see app"ndicl's 4 and 5 for copies of thQ before and after questionnaires used






























The questionnaires for the before survey were sent to a 1 in ~
systematic r~nrl0~ sample of patients aged 18 and over; the sample being
drawn from those p~tients records' of the Barnpton practice which were
kept at the C~rt\Jrton branch surgery.
Five hundred "'nd tw,., questi.onnaires were sent out on the 1st May 1972
and first remind",rs werE< sent to the 319 people who h''ld not so far responded
cn the 17th M",y 1972; second reminders bein~ sent to 1~6 persons on 31st May
1972 (nete the h6alth centre opened mid-May 1972).
In the 'after , survey the original sample of patients (except for a
few wh,., wer.;; removed because thGY were definitely known to have died or other"'Jise
be incapable of answering questions) w<ore sent qUAstionnair"s which enabled
conr~arisons of their views toth before and after experiencing the health
centre to bo ma,10 wh"re they r,,])l](d on b"th occasions; and a further 1 in 5
systematic random sample was drawn from the rGcords of the patients of the
Bampton practice (over 18 years of age) held at tho Carterton health ccntr\J
who had previously been ilpproacl"icd in the survey and thes(, w"re s,ont the
same 'after' health centrro questionnaire as the original sample of patients.
A total of 902 que&tionnaires (~8~ to the original s~mple and ~18 to
the fresh sample) w~ro posted on the 21st and 22nd June 1373; the first
reminders were sent to ~6? people in all who had not by that date responded
on the lOth July 1973 and ·second reminders were sent to 33~ persons on
the 2~th July 1973 (further details about the response to the survey will
be fcund on pages 3~~d in statistical supplelOOnt tables PI to P~).
The s~mpling frame (that is the physical set of records from which the
sample was drawn) gave sorne information about virtually all patients in the
samples in particular age, sex, gen~ral practitioner with whom registered.
The m"jority of questions in the befnre and after questionr,,,ires were
identical (see appendices ~ and 5). A few questions in the first survey
which would have been ini'.ppr0priat8 in the second (for exam"l" question 27
in the before survey which asked whether patients knew before receiving the
questionnaire that their doctor was r.·,oving to a health c"ntre so')on) were
deleted. The questionnai~~ for the afeer survey includ8d some e~tra
questions for exarlple about the patients vial's on wheeher the meJical care
they received from their d0ctor had chang"d follOlling tho opening of the
health centre,und on whether they had attended a surg.,ry wh"re a nurse, was
helping the doctor,and whether they thought that being seon by a nurse I'It
































BACKGROUlD TQ. TIlE STUDY - FURTHEP ~NFORMATION ABOUT 't'h'E AREA SERVED.
BY THE CARTEP-TOll SURGERY' THE FORMER CARTERTO', BRANCH SURGERY AND ITS
, ------
SERVICES AND THE HEALTH CE:;TRE P.ND ITS SEPVICF.S
The Carterton Area
Carterton (see map 1) is about 15 mil"s from S.dndoll and 16 miles
from Oxford; it i:; about 4 miles from Bampton where nne of the practices
scrv1ng Carterton(with which this study is concerned)was h~sed and just
less than three miles from Burford, the base of th" other practice involved.
thE:> market town of \o1i tnE;y is ubcut 5 miles distant fron Carter-ton and in
particular the light industri.'ll estRt8 of IH-rncy iFl ')ornp 4 miles away from
Carterton. (There was also some industry in the centre of \{;.tnc.y .in
particular the well known blanket factory)
Map 2 shows the approxioat'3 area served by th8 Carterton surgery
(i.e. by the Bampton practice); the outer area being the rest of the
totql area served by this practice. In addition to the Burford practice
two other adjncent practices (sce map 2) had son~ patients in the Carterton
area in each case not more th2n a few hundred). The medical officers
at R.A.F. Brize Norton also provided care for me~bers of the armed forces
and many dependE!lts resident ·there. For this reason in discussing the
population of the Carterton pr3.ctice area (th.-'t is to say the whok
populatioo and not just thos€' registered with practices involved in this
study) those resident on R.A.f. Brize Norten itself - personnel ~d
families - have been excluded. A numbcr of personnel and their families
did live in the civilian part of C~rto?rton imd some of these .'oul.d b"
registered with the doctors Harking from the health centre. F'oll<}wing
the opening in 1969 of the It.A.F. family centra th"re had ne"n a
tendency for medical officers to take (WCI' care of servIce families.
A.ccording to the census of lCl7l' civ~lian'Carterton itself provid"d
•
most of the popUlation of the Cartertcn 'JI'dcticc area - 5300 out of
a total of 6700; the remainder behg almost equally divided betweer. the
village of Brize N"rton (as distinct fY'OIll t"", F..• P.. F. Jnse) ,m<t the
:rest of the prcoctice area. Table 1 belo\>l shC'Ws that in the C.,rtorton
practice "rea cs ::: wholE:> 'md in particu1~ in C'irtcY'ton i ts"lf th·,,,,,,
was a higb proportJ.on of the pnpulati'"n clgcd under 15 years md 2
correspondingly low proportion of the popul~tjon aged over 65 years.
This was no doubt a c',nsequcnce of the fact that CartcrtQn consisted
largely of recently built housing estates and included an element of
service personnel and their f<:lmilies. (Th",re w.re also of the order
of 1000 peo~le livin~ on permanent caravan sites.) Sev0nty-~m per
cent of the households in the Carterton practice area (n% in Carterton




Scale 1 inch 5 miles
....
... Scale 1 inch : 1 mile
-8-
."!Y
• Nca~Ly G.P. Sur~ery.
- The larrer at'f"a pnclosed by this line is the
whole Bampton practice area. The s~aller area
enclosed is thp area served bV the Bamnton doctors
from the Carterten sur~,ery (C~rterton practice area).
































































itself) possossed a car compared with 52% 'Of th~ hcuseholc!s in England
and \~a.les as 2 whol~. This l!"'!v~.:l of car OHl~2rship Has hieh even for
a relatively rural area (compare for example the corr2sponding fip.ll'"
of 68% for the Paddock HOud area in Kent).
ever half the p",rscm: in enployment in the C".rterton practice area
used a car to travd to wcrk compared with about a third in Sngland
and Wales ~s a uhole and in the pri'tctic'.' area of Paddock Wood, Kent.
Cartcrton at the time of ths study hi'td a regular half hourly service to
Witney and thence to Oxford;plus daily services to Swindon (operated by
.an independent bus company). Cnr-terton als0 was the, location of a
"dial-a-bus" experiment for loc"!l journeys in which ptJrGons rGquiring
tl'aDsport would ring from certain points in th2 area and such calls wc.uld
influenoe the route of a small bus circulating in the locality.
About tw.-thirds of the ~Ic'rkforcc (as enumerated in the 10% sample
in the 1971 census) of the Car-tertcn practice ar2i1 wOl'~cd in the local
authority area (Witney Rural District ~$ it W0.S at this time) in which
Carterton was situated. The classification of employed pel'sons in
this sample in the Carterton practice area by industry revoi',ls th1"t
32% of this group compared with 7% o~ England and Wales as a w~clc were
classified as worklllg in naticnal 01' local gover'tlment or defence.
Nearly all of these were in f3ct working within the local authority area
in which Carterton was located and a great many would have bN:n working
at the RAF base of BriztJ llol'ton itself not necessi:,rily as members of the
amed forces. Among the sample of persons in employment fro;~ the' C".rterton
practice area there WC'.S also a r",thel' high.c.r proportion than in England and
WF\les as a whole wOl'king in tho constr'Uctional industry and not uU0xpectedly
for ,'i. rUl'al aroa a (slightly) higher pro!l0rtion were engaged in agl'iculture,
but in fact this was only thE: source of employment fol' 4% of the sample.
Besides the RAF bas€ of Brize Norton employment would be av"iJ.ublc in Witney
including the ind.ustrial estate about 4 mileJ-awi';' and the blan)nt factory
in Hitney contre, in oxfol'd uith its majol' motor industry Md i.n the
industrial town of Swindon.
The fact that 24% of the economically active or retired parsons ·:'lS
cnumeri?ted in the lOtio sample in tl~0. census of 1971 s w(-re rec".lrd('d. 28 bel:mging
to the armed forc0s ru,d i.nadequately described occupations compared with 12%
in England and Walos 2S a ~..hole again brings out the strong i.nflu(CtIce of RAF
Brize Norton P.S a centre of em::>loynent. Professional workers imd skilled
workers were present in l(~el' ?ropol'tinns than in Englilnd and ~~los though
ef course the l31'g'- contingent of persons in tlw armed forces in the f'.arterton
area makes comparison difficult. However thcr8 was in the Carterton area a
1 fl'om Carterton
I • I I I I • I I I • I • • I • I
TABLE 1
• I I I I I I I • I I i j
SOME SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF CARTERTON, TilE CARTERTON PRACTICE AREA,
PADDOCK WOOD PRACTICE AREA (KENT) AND ENGLAND AND WALES - BASE D ON THE 1971 CENSUS
CARTERTON l CARTERTON PADDOCK WOOD 1 ENGLAND
CHARACTERISTICS OF AP.EA PRACTICE AREAl PRACTI CE AREA AND WALES
Population 5279 6676 13992 48,750,000
Percentage of population: who were female 51.2% 51.5% 50.9% 51.4%
under 15 years of age 33.8% 31.8% 26.9% 23.7%
over 65 years of age 6.4% 8.3% 11.1% 13.3%
Percentage of households with at least one car 75.5% 72.2% 68.2% 51.8%
• Percentage of persons in employment travelling
to work:by car 55% 53% 36% 37%
by public transport 9% 11% 23% 30%
. foot (or not at all) 18% 19% 23% 20%on
I
"
Percentage of Economically Active or Retired ....0
Persons in the following Scoia-Economic Groups: I
Employers or Managers 9% 10% 11% 9%
Professional Workers 1% 2% 3% 3%
Foremen, Supervisors & Skilled Manual
workers 14% 15% 16% 22%
Junior non-manual workers 14% 13% 20% 19%
Armed Forces and Indequately described
occupations 26% 24% 10% 12%
'1: Peromtages of Emploj.red Persons in the following
Industries: Agriculture 2% 4% 11% 3%
Manufacturing 21% 21% 30% 34%
Constructional 11% 10% 7% 7%
Distribution and Services 27% 27% 39% 3~~National &Local Govt. & Defence 35% 3n 4'
Note: This table consists of extracts from Tables S~1-5 of the Statistical Supplement and Tables 3-7 of Baker and Bevan (1977) which
are based on publications prepared by the Office of Population Census~s and Surveys arising from the 1971 Census and which are cited
in full below these tables.
lItems with ~n A against them are based on the 10% sample approached in the 1971 Census. practice
Carterton is the village (subsequently town) of Carte~~on excluding the Brize Norton air base. The Carterton/area is that served from
the Carterton health centre by doctors of the Bampton RI'actice (with the same e:,':CIus~·on). Not all residents in these area~ v'ould be
patients of the practice. The information about th~ Paadock Wooa practice area tKent is included to offer a comnarison w~th another
























slight excess (r-elatively s?caking) of employer>s Md manager-s and own
account wor-ker-s compared ,d th Engl.:md a!lc Wales and also a slight excess
of the group including pErnonal service Eor-kers and agricultural wor-ker-s
(socio-econornic groups 7,10 end 15). Ther-e was a r-elative deficit in
Car-terton comper-ed with Engl~nd and Wales of junior- non-manual wor-ker-s.
Because the popUlation of Carter-ton itself dominated the Carter-ton
pr-acticE' ar",a it is not sUI'prising that the charecter-istics menti.oned ror
the aroea as a whole wer-e those exhibited in particular 1y Carterton.
Br-ize Norton villRge and the r-est of the practice ar-ea were in some ways
more like England and Wales as a whole in ter-ms of ?opulation age structur-e
though for- this section of the population agricultur-e played a much lar-ger
par-t in the employment situation. Household" in Brize NOrtOIl
village and the rest of the pr-~ctice ~r-ea wer-c less likely to have a car
than those in Car-terten but ther-e 1ns a higher incidence of two car
households in these ar-eas ?.nd a r-elativel:! high pr(lpor-tion of employer-s
and managers and own accou..'lt wor-kers and professional wor-ker-s. (Data on
Brize Norton and "the r-est of thc practice area"are presented in tables 5El-5
of the statistical supplement.)
Carterton itself whose popUlation in 1971 was about 5,300 (with a fur-the~
3,000 persons resident on R~F Br-ize Morton) has now grown to a popUlation of
over 10,000 (and the popUlation of RAF Br-iza Morton has almost doubled also) ;
the pea~ years of growth were 1972-74.
At the time when the health centre 0pened there were just over 4,000
patients of the Bampton practice whose records were kept at the Carterton
surgery. The number of such patients was increasing by about a thousand
a year dur-ing the period of the stUdy (1971-73) and at present is about
7,000. Other practices serving IJi!rts 'of the Carter-ton Ilr-actice area each
had a few hundred patients in the area durin,z the period of stu:\y. The
discrep&lcy between the number of residents in the Car~erton prectice ~rea
and the number of patients registerod with a practice serving the area is
accou!lted for by the large number of new residents in Carterton who were
not registered with a local doctor and tended only to do so when they
needed attention.
A small shopping cf;ntrc opened in 1968 on a she adj 'lcent t,· that on
which the health centre was subsequently built and from 1970 included a
c.l:lemist.
~revious practice ~remises
The branch surgery replaced by the health centre had been functioning
in Carterton fOl' about 10 y"'i1rs. Originally it was used for just an odd
morning a week by one of the B'1mpton Goctors. This building was a brick clad



































plus corridor space (see plan 1) with 16 chairs; the surgery was in the
"second bedroom", the "bathroom" was the receptionists room where minor
emergencies were attended to "lso; (by the senior receptionist who had
some nursing training). A third room was used by two health visitors
Also in the bungalow was the dispensary for r~tients living more than
two miles from Cartcrton.
In the period immediately before the opening of the health centre each
of the three dGctors working there held three ordinary surW-'Py s"ssions
at the branch surgery per week plus one 'rote-natal session (see chart 1
for details) - these did not change when the"Oampton"doct·'rs mewed t:.>
the health centre. Six months befor~ the health centre opened a second
(part-time) ~ceptionist was appointed joining the full-time senior
receptionist. About this time which was also when the fourth partner
joined the Bampton practice an appointme~ts system was started both in
the Bampton and Carterton surgeries. The branch surgery accommodation
was very cramped. In addition a major problem was the lack of privacy.
All discussions with the doct"rs could easily bE' heard. I'Thenever anything
of interest was discussed the senior recertionist noted th"t a lull occurred
in the waiting room and she found herself making distracting noises! The
location of the branch surgery is sholffi on map 2. It was some 400 yards
down the Alvescot Road from the health centre and the Cart(:rton shopping
centre on the far side of a crossreads controlled by traffic lights; it
was also on the opposite side of the road from both these facilities.
The health centre
The plan of the health c;:,n tre, as it now is. is shown in plan 2. The
small conSUlting room 3 was originally the rncdical loan l'oom, which was sub-
sequently transferred to a small room in thli dental win" of the! health centre.
Otherwise the accommodation is as it was when the centre opened. Of the
two consulting/examination reom suites ol'iginally pl'ovided one was design=.ted
for the use of the general practitioners ~~d the other for health authority
use though this was from time to time used by the general practitioners as well.
Note that the health centre contained a substantial dent"l area in relation
to its total size and also a dispensilry. The health centre, IL'llike the
old branch surgery had a carpark for patients.
P L AN 1
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General pract~tioners work~~~_~~~ tho cellt~
Three of the four Bampton dcctors wcrked from the health centre as they
had from the old br~ch surgery premises. The two doctors from the Burford
practice each held one surgt:ry session pCI' woek at the centre; before the
cneninh' of the h""lth centr., this practi.ce had not h01d sessions in Cilrterton6 ;~ _
for some years.
Attached health authority staff (i. e. t::....!he e,eneral prilct5.ces)
Prior to the opening Qf the health centre there had been a single district
the
nurse/midwife attRched to ,sampton practice, this persnn who was based at Bampton
would come across for ante-natal sessions to Carterton (sec below). Hh,-n th,.
health centre was opened this post was divided so that there was one midwife
and one district nurse serving the Bampton practice area. The number of
district nurses woridng from the health c,·,ntre at Carterton was increased in
the first couple of years to three and is now five.
At the time of the opening of the centre one health visitor served the
Bampton end of the Balllpt~n :,ractice and one the Carterton end. The number
has not changed since, exce?t there is now R part-timer ~crving one of the
adjacent rractic,",s also. ,Usa there we:-e health visitors i1ttach~d to the
~~F family centre at Brize Norton ~Iho attend~d the health centre particularly
in the earlier years of its existence.
Administrative and rece~tion staff
The persen who had formerly served as senicr receptionist in the cle
branch surgery became the centre administrator and also served i'!S prac'cice
manager to the Bampton practice. Her responsibilities included those
associated with the Bampton surgery. Her appointment was financed on a
50:50 basis by the general practitioners and the heal-::h •.uthority. There
were in ;1dJition three and subsequently four !"p,rt-tirnc receptionists one
of whom also served as DrActicL S0cretarJ. All these were employed by the
Bamrton practice.
Surgery seGsions .~d out-ef-hours visitL~~
The th~e d0ctors f!'0m the B~~ton ?ractice continued to hold surgeries
at th~ same time as in the old br~ch surgery. that is to sc:y eAch held three
surgeri~s pcr week in Carterto~. With the arrival of an ~dcici0nal partner
in the pr3ctice some months pre\ricus ly this he-cl lee.: to th0 number' i,f sessions
at Carterton being increase.j from 8 to 9 ;,er 'V(.',>k (at that tiJ!lG the. two
p':\rtncrs serving Carterton h.O\d provided hur sessions per w.eek at the branch
------------------- --_.__..
~xce~t where 0therwise indicated, these are during the first YGar in which



































surg~ry).Mbre recently the number of sessions per week provided at the
health centre by this ;>ractice has been almost doubled ()wirl>~ to the increased
practice popUlation served by the CGrterton health centre.
The Burrord practice held tWG surgery sessions per week in Carterton
health centre, :me per doctor. at 11.30 a.m. to 1.00 p.m. on Mcnday and on
Thursday with an average ef ahout ten persons ,)er session attending. The
Burford doctors brought the records of those ~atients they were to see at
the h"alth centre :·rith ti,am from their' main surge~'y in Burford; appointments
to see them at th.; heal.th centre being made at the Burford surgery.
1/" sur!::"Y'Y s<lssioDS were hold at the Carterton he~.lth centre on Saturdays.
:In the case of Bam"ton patients they were asked in the case of emergencies to
attend an open session at the 3amptcn surgery. (Separate arrangements applied
for patients ef the Burford practice)
The arrangement for out of hours calls was that when thtl Carterton health
centre number was telephoned IIl1 2Ilswer phone would give the number of the
Bampton doctor on duty (this would usually be the Bamnton surgery number whicb
was routed through to the duty doctor "lt that time). Burford ;;aticnts would
ring ever to Burford .
Ante-natal clinics
Three were held each ~H)('k (sec chart 1) on Wednesdays. Thursdays and
fridays. All sessicns were attendee by a midwife (the district nurse/midwife
before the health centre opened); family pl~nine was integrated into these
sessions. A cervical smear Clinic was held monthly (before the health centrG
opened the district nurse/midwife based at Bampton carr~ across for this purpose).
Very similar arrangements oxisted before the health centre was o!",encd (though
the number of ant0-natal sessions had increased from two to three several
months previously with thG arrival of the additional pilrtner in the B3.m"ton
rr"ictice) .
Well-baby c~s_
These were held on Tuesday afternoons 2.00 to D..OO p.m. attended by
one of the three doctors together with the two attached he"llth visitors.
Before the opening of the health centre these clinics were held in the
Women's Institute Hall in Carterton "it,-, one hec1lth visitor and one doctor.
Treat:oent room service
In the health centre thL intention was thi'.t i" distt'ict nurse would be
in attendance on weekdays at 11.00 a.M. but in the first year GP so of the
health centre's existence this often proved to be impossible because of
staffing shortares. This treatment room service is now provided on a
regular basis. There was no service of this kind in the old branch suri(ery
in a formal sense althou~i the senior receptionist who had nursing training
did attend to minor emergencies (and still Goes). There was a treatment
room in the main Bampton surgery staffed by the district nurse based in
Bampton.
I .1.1.1.1.111 I I I • I • I • I • I • I • • I I I j I
CHART 1
SURGERY HOURS AT CARTERTON HEALTH CENTRE IN THE YEAR FOLLOWING THE OPENING OF THE CENTRE
:
HONDAY 9.30-11. 00 a.m, Dr. Y 11. 30 a.m.-1. 00 p.m. 2.00-3.30 p.m. Dr. Z 5.30"7.00 p. m. Dr. Y
Burford Doctor
TUESDAY
" " " D1'. X 2.00-4.00 p.m. Well
Baby Clinic (one of
Dr. X, Y, Z)
HEDNESDAY " " " Or'. X 2.00-3.30 p.m. AIN 4.30-6.00 p.m. Dr. X
Clinic Dr. Z
THURSCAY " " " Dr. Z 11.30 a.m.-1.00 p. tr.. 2.00-3.30 ;>.m. AIN
Burford Doctor Clinic Dr. Y
FRIDAY " " " Dr. Y 2.00-3.30 p.m. AlN 5.00-6.30 p.m. Dr. Z
Clinic Dr. X
I
Saturday No surgery at the Health Centr'e but urgent cases may be seen at Bampton surgery without appointment
from 9.30-10.30 a.m. (this applied to patients of the Bampton practice); the Burford practice had
separate arrangements at its BurfOI'd surgery.







The dental ~~it (health ~uthority)
This served expectent mothers and school children only. The school
children being drawn from local schools; ether r~ticnts being drawn from
within the doctors'pr?ctic£ area plus the ~\F bese of Brize Norton •
All day sessions were held on HGl1days, Tuesdi'.ys "nd Wednesdays. The
unit had its own part-time receptionist and waiting room.In ?ddition the
accollDllOdation included two d",ntal surgeries. a ,1ark room iUld recovery room.
Before the opening vf the health centre this service was nrovided at Witney.
Chiropody
One session per week was held in the treatment room though this was
considered to be quite inadequate for the area (some domiciliary chiropody
was also carried out). Provision of the service was hamrered by there
sometimes being no chiropodists available. Before the opening of the
health centre the nearest chiropody sessions were at Burford.
ChHd Guidance
Originally one and subsequently two sessirns a week were held at
the health centre. Before thc health centre opened these sessions were
held at viitney.
Spe"ch Therapy
One or two sessions were provided weekly depending on demand. Previously
this service was provided at Witney.
Audiometry
Occasional sessions (about every six weeks) were held in the healt;,
centre (rrevicusly this service hud not been rrovid"d in Cartertcn - except
as it continued to be in schools in the loc?lity).
Medical equipment loan service





















by the health 3uthority and the Red Cross.
provided by the Red Cross et Uampton.











The general practice "IUS for these to hc in hospital with early discharge
and aftercare provid"d by midwives. liost a(lmissions went t,_, th'1 p~"1.dcliffe
Infirmary et Oxford with some to the IIroughton RAF hr.spital at Swindon
('civilian' patients as well as service wives) and ~ very fow to Princess
lIargaret Haspital, Swindon. It was estinHtcd that ab,.)11t ouc do:niciliary
delivery per month took place within the Bcrnpton practice.
Outratient sessions
Initially when the health centre opened all outpatients were sent to

































bY" the consultant for patients to attend sessions at the Witney health
centre. Sessions held at Witney included chest X-ray, psychiatric
sessions, orthopaedic sessions and physiotherapy and some specialist
care for the elderly. originally all gynaecology cases went to the
Radcliffe Infirmazy in Oxford but subsequently gynaecology sessions
were also held at Witney. The situation was not changed by the opening
of the carterton health centre.
There is a small cottage hospital at Burford (9 beds) at which
some out-patient sessions are held but this is scarcely, if at all,
used by patients served ,from the Carterton health centre.
Pathology
Specimens were sent to the Radcliffe Infirmary in Oxford. In the
past these had to go by post which proved most unsatisfactozy. At present
there is an arrangement whereby a volunteer in her car automatically calls
at the health centre at mid-day to collect specimens; specimens from the
Bampton surgezy having been brought over to the health centre. (The daily
collection covers 5 health centres.) She then takes the specimens to the
Radcliffe Infirmazy fbr analysis •
Dispensin;;
The health centre dispenses for patients living beyond a two mile
radius. There has been a chemist in earterton since 1970 located in
the small shopping centre of Carterton which was completed shortly befbre
that date •
General notes on health centre "1rrangements
Within a year of opening the health centre it was felt that the general
practitioner accommodation was becoming quite inadequate and that there was
an urgent need fbr an extension. The only change, as has been noted, and
this was made in 1977, was the provision of a small extra consulting room .
There was originally no ECG machine either at the Bampton surgezy or
the earterton health centre but since 1977 there has been one in the Bampton
surgezy •
Storage facilities were felt to be very inadequate at the earterton
health centre in particular for patients' records. The problem has not
ceased given the great increase in the numbers now registered with the



























RESULTS FROM THE "'ORKLOAD STUDIES
Routine worklcad L~ta
The routine workload surgery and home visiting records were
co,"?leted ever il cer-iOO ef about 40 weeks before the health centre
was opened (exc,~pt for occasions when illness intervened a.'1d immediately
before the opening of the health ce:1tre) and over a !nrio<.l of s:>m.?
60 weeks after th" opening ef the health centr" a;.;ain ~rith
to similar causes.
In this section a ccmparis():1 is mC\de of the results 3.Vell'lhlc
from the before peri~d of 40 weeks (for such Neeks as W0re available)
commencing on the 9th August 1971 :md finishing on the 14th 11:"1 1972
with the comparahle ~O weeks after thE hefilth centre was opened i.e.
commencing on the 7th August 1972 311d running thrnugh to the 13th May
1973. Because the doctors ke~t records*for sli~ptly different numbers
of wecks cue tc holidays, illness and the fact that Dr. Z h?d jainec
the practice only sotn€ .recks after tho stucy hi1d comm,'nced the method
of ccmpC\rison us",d has reon to obtain notiona.l annu?,l cnntact rates
sep~rately far surg3ry c0ntilcts and home visits for each doctor by rating
up the totals of ccnt?.cts rC'cord",l dur-ing the ~Ieeks when the doctors
wer", completing the record by a factor of 46 divided by the number of
weeks for which date were available. This was done separately for
surgery c,ontacts ?Jld home visits since the number of weeks for which
a doctor completed the records was not clways the same for these two
records. The figure for all contacts in Table 2 was then obtained
by adding together the appropriate entries in the surgery contacts and
home visiting segments cf the table. In the case of the before ~eriod
this procedure probably had the effect of di~proportionately (com~ared with
the after period) inflating the arpar~lt total load of the doctors
because one doctor only join,,'; the rractice 2b0ut a third of the "ay
through the before period. By basing our estimate of the years contacts
on'}~6 week worsing ye~.r some account h2.s heen ta.ken of the fact the.t
holidays (and his or staff sickness) were among the re2sons for a doctor
not c0C91eting the record in certain weeks.
Table 2 suggests thnt the work of the practice in the Carterton
area was about 20% ;;reatcr in the, p"ricd followin~ the o:!ening of the
centre. The increase in surgery contacts (eXcluding ante-lli'tal "ttendances)
was about 20% ~Jld the increase in home visits was 15%. Ante-n"tal
-----------_. ------ - ,-_._--------
*Note the senior receptionist (SUbsequently the centre adrninistr~tor) and
colleagJes actually completed the record forms.
I I • I I I • I I I I I I • I • I • I
TABLE 2
I I I • I • I I I I
A CO~PARISON or THE cONTACT RATESl or THE GENERAL PRACTITIONERS BEFORE AND AFTER THE
OPDflNG or THE HEALre CENTRE - BASED ON THE ROUTINE WORKLOAD RECORDS FOR SURGERY WORK
AND HOME VISITING
Surgery Contacts Home Visits All Contacts
I NO or3 NO or I~~LU-BEFORE ALL WI:EKS WEEKS ALL
DR. (B) NEW RETURN EXCEPi ANTE- DATA NEW RETURN ALL2 DATA NEW ~TURN EXCEPi DING
AF~~ ANTE- NATAL ~~~;L- ~~~;L- ANTE- ANTE-r ...... r W,.;..,. IW'TAT.
x
"
1356 1171 2742 37B 33 306 237 561 29 1662 1408 3303 36B1
A 1614 1432 3052 411 32 303 309 612 32 1917 1741 366lj. 4075 ,
A/a xlOO J.l9 122 III 109 99 130 109 115 124 III 111
2602 2816 ry B 1147 821 2117 214 34 236 245 485 33 1383 1066 I'A 15lj.9 1153 2711 329 34 262 303 566 34 1811 1456 3277 3606A ,0,1 135 140 128 154 III 124 117 131 137 126 128I I B xl00
,
Z B 1000 934 2010 192 23 160 138 303 19 1160 1072 2313 2505
A 1201 1264 21+71 355 29 171 209 380 28 1372 1473 2851 3206
AI B xloo! 120 135 123 185 107 151 125 118 137 123 128•
ALL 4 B 3503 2926 6869 784 702 620 1349 4205 3546 8218 9002
A 4364 3849 8234 1095 736 821 1558 5100 4670 9792 10887
AI xloat 125 132 120 140 105 132 115 121 132 119 1218
1
In the rows B GIld A of the table the entry is the estimated number of contacts in each category per yeaI' based 00.
a working year of 46 weeks (Le. the actual total number of contacts for the number of weeks' data (say x weeks)
actually available is inflated by a factor ~). The before period extended for 40 weeks from Monday August 9th 1971
x
and the after period for 40 weeks from Monday August 7th 1972 though data ware for various reasons not avaiJ.able for
all these weeks in the case of each doctor (see also note 3 and text page 20).
2
TIlese totals include a small number of "atherll contacts: see appendix 1 for details of definitions used.
3
That is weeks when the form was fully completed by the doctor concerned. In some cases only a total number of contacts
(in the surgery or for hoce visits) for a week was available - Le. the total was not further bI'Oken down by type of
contact. Data from these weeks were not used in constructing this table (the full set of data for each week is to be
found iD. 'the s'tatistical supplement). -
















attendances increased by nearly 40%. Irlcreases of th",se kinds
weri! reported by all three doctors but lIe::'e rather less sizei"'.Dle for
doctor X who had initially the highest contact Nlte '~f the thr',e
doctors in Carterton J.
Both "mon:; surgery "ttendances an,' h·,)T'le visits return c"ntacts
had increased to a greater .,ntent thi"'n ne>! contacts (though it is
possible in th8 case of surgery cont~cts that this was in part due
to the fact that in the after ,eriod h~rdly any contacts were cl"ssified
as f3lling into the 'other' category. It was intend",~ that the 'other'
category should includG contacts not relating to a specific episode of
illness as such. for example prophylactic procedures. These, in the,
after period, would have been classified nresu.'1lably eithor as new or
repeat but it seems possible that they were disproportionately assigned
to the return category.
The substaO}tial increase in the contact rate for the practice was
to b.a expected as at this time Carterton \las increasing rapidly in size
and the actual number of patients registered with the practice in the
Carterton area increasec to a substantial extent. Moreover a lot of
patients not registered with the practice were treated from time to
time because of the somewhat mobile character of a number of the
residents in Carterton, both those working at the RAF base and others.
The rapid increase in the number of young married couples associated
with new housing developments is ve~J probably the reason for the marked
increase in ante-natal contacts.
The d~tailed workload records
-----------
* Note that in view of the remarks al,ove the Dercentage increases are if
anything underestimates of the 'true' incr0ases.
1 Additi.onally Dr. X only completed these r0cords for just over a week in
September 1971 (only the results for the three recording periods wh,," all
doctors were partiripating are considered in this report, althoup,h information
for th" first period is presented in t;le statistical supplement).
The purpose of this part of the investigation was to examine in
r-reater detail than was possible during the longer periods when the routine
workload records w~r~ kept, whether any characteristics of the workload had
changed following the move to the health centre. In partiCUlar when the
detailed records were being kept information was recorded about the age and
sex of each person attended hy the doctors. The type of consultation was
recorded in greater detail; also the person initiating the con8ultHtion
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Clearly since these data were collected only for a fe~1 we..,ks b"fore
and after the move to the health centre they will not provide conclusive
evidence about changes or lack of ehanees but they offer the op~ortunity
of looking for at lei'.st some traces "f differences in the doctors' practice
activities which may possibly be associated with the opening of the health
centre.
The detailed surgery workload records
These w€re completed by all doctors for two weeks in November 1971
(that is before the health centre opened) and, aftEr the health centre opened,
for three weeks in November 1972 and two weeks in May 1973.
The 20% increase in the surgery contect rate fol10wing the opening of
the centre apparent from the routine w0rkload data did not m,~ifest itself
in the periods when the detailed workload records were being kept - the
consultation rate per week in both the periods when the health centre w?s
open was about 6-7% higher than in the period before this. The contact
rate in this before period was somewhat above average compared with that
of the whole before period ~Ihen routine data were collected a'1d the
opposite was the case for the two 'after' periods when compared with the
whole after period when routine data were nverage.
The age and s!'x distribution "f surgery attenders
Females in all three study periods made ul' at least two-thirds of the
cont,,-cts and among the females nearly ..0% were in the 25-.... years age groull.
Persons over 65 years (male or female) made up slightly greater proportion
of the contacts after the move ( ..-5% cOlllllared with 2%). Children ;,ged und-
er 15 ye'lrs accounted for over 20% ef the cont,,-cts throughout. (Similar
percentages were noted in the journey to surgery study see "age 28 . )
The census of 1971 (see table 1) indicated that 5l~ of the populati0n
of the Carterton ?ractice are;! were fem'lle and amonl1; females 2 8% ~mre aged
25-.... years: men and women over 65 years i'lccounted for 8% of thin pn;:JUlation
while those in the 0-14 years age group mad€' "l' 32% of the ;:;cpulation.
Type of consultation
Consultations were classified as follows: the new category was divided
into ne~' cases concerned with prernancy and other new contacts while return
contacts were subdivided into those concerned with pregnancy anJ those
concerned with other conditions which were in turn further divided
according to whp.ther they were acute or chronic (for definitions see
appendix 2).
Overall (see table 3) the proportion of surgery con!)uJ.tati0ns which
were classified as ne., was little ch:mgcd throughout th8 ntudy, Among
those described as return contacts th.~rc W,.lS not much ehan;.1/: OV')r' time
in thE proportions of different types _ though thert" ;'.,1·:·1S ~~ hint that acute
return consultations were increusing relative to chronic return consult~tions.
I I I1 I. I1 I1 I1 I1 11 •• I1 I
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AFTER HEALTH CENTRE OPENED
Duration of Recording Period
Total Surgery Consultations
Percentage of Consultations
in which: Patient was Female
: Patient was aged 0-14 years





: Arising out of pregnancy
: Initiated by patient
: Initiated by doctor
: Initiated by other
PERIOD 2
(all doctors)










































Percentage of Consultations in which the
following items of service were provided
or arranged: Prescription 66% 61% 72%
: Certificate 11% 14% 13%
: Specimen 19% 13% 8%
: Return visit to surgery
to see doctor 20% 36% 27%
: Referral to nurse in surgery 5% 2% 4%
.. Advice only (i.e. no other
item of service provided) 11% 17% 14%
Notes: The record forms used and notes on def1n1t10ns are g1ven 1n Appendix 2
This table is a summary of results presented in DLSl-5 of the Statistical Supplement
Results from period 1 in which Doctor X only kept records on a pilot basis are excluded from this table but included
in tables of the Statistical supplement






























The 'other' class which disappeared almost entirely in the after
period in the case of the routine d~ta accounted for 2-3% of contacts in
the detailed records througl'out th" period of the study.
Pers'?I\ ~nitiating the contact
Contacts were classified according to wh",ther it "as the 'i".tient, the
doctor, or some other person who initiated the contact (see appendix 2).
Patient initiated contacts did seem to be ceclining both in absolute
arId relative terms over the period of study. This decline ;',i'len the
relatively constant weekly surgery contact rate seemed to be bal,mced not
by an increase ir1 doctor initiated contacts but in those initiated by
I others I - and was probably partly a consequ"nce of patients seeing other
staff in, or attached to the health centre who would ask the patient to
see their doctor. It was also believe,~ tc be due to pc:tients moving into
the area being referred by their (former) general practitioner or a hospital
consultant to a general practitioner neac his new home. Most of the •other'
contacts were i:l fact classified by tht) doctors as ne\1 Le, in rc.3:>ect of a
new conaition, In the case of two of the doctors, Y and Z, the proportion
of patient initiat"'d cm.tacts that were in respect of new consultations
declined following the move to the health c,;ntre (th'.) pro?ortion of their
acute return contacts in this class increased) while the conVRrse appeared
to be the case for Dr. X.
Ite:os ',f service ryI'Ovided or 3rranged in the ~'3ultati()n
After the move to the health centre it appeared that:
1. A higher proportion of patients seen at the sUI'pery were askec tc
return fer a further consultation with the doctor,
2. t, slightly higher pI'oportion of ratients reccivec advice ooly (ps
distinct from other items of service such as 3 prescription - th0ugh the
pI'oportion receiving a prescription did not 3ppear to bc, declining).
The proportion of contacts in which a specimen was taken (or an arrangement
for taking a specimen made) declined after the move to th~ ho~lth contre.
There was no evidence 0f any increase in propoY"tion of contacts
involving a referral to the nurse in the surgery. This last: result is
thought to be due to uncleI' recording of such referrals which were often
done very informally in thb small health centre. The reduction in the
propoI'tion of cont<:cts in which a specimon Io,'as takr:n or Hhich 1",<.1 to onc
being taken tack place at a time when faciHti.,s for coll"ctin;" specimens
had improved and so may just be a consequence of variation of case mix,
Detailed home visiting workload rocoI'ds
This record was kept by all three d0ctors for h;o "·':'1ks in 11ay .1 S72
(immediately before the health centre opened) .ond for threc we~ks in
November 1972 and two weeks in ~lay 1973.' that is after the hc'21lth centt'c


































collected was ve~J ~~311 ee~ tehl" 4. However it appeared that there was
an increase of around 40% in the rate of home visiticg per I<eak in the
periods following the opening of the health centre (compared with the
increase of 15% noted frO!!! th" routine horn.. visiting rec0r,b).
Thp. ..:~~~~d sax of rt)cipi~:mtf; of borne visits
As in the case of surgery contacts in all pe~iods studied women
accounted for at least 65% of home visits. This was particularly tha
case among visits to the over 55s which in all accounted for just over
25% of the visits in May 1972 and Nove~~er 1972 and in fact 40% of visits
in May 1973. Visits to children under 15 years of age accounted for
about one third of all visits in c3ch of tilese thrGe p.:riods.
TyPe of visit.
Visits were classified in the same way as surgery consultations.
Given the small numbers involved the proportion of contacts classified as
new did not vary very much being between 50% and 60% in the three periods
of record· keeping. 7he implication of the constancy of th", nroportions
of new visits at a time when the number of visits per week was incroasinp
is of course that the number of net; visits was increasing somewhat from
about nine per week in pc-riod 2 to fourteen per week in periods 3 a.'1cl 4 •
The proportion of visits classified as acute return varied a good
deal from session to session hut therE was no particular trend. However
there is s,>me possibility that chronic return consultations ~Iere increasing
both numerically and relatively - possibly ~ consequence of the increasing
numbers of visits being paid to the over 65s in the after period.
P~rson initiating the visit
As in the case of surgery consultations home visits were classified
according to whether patient, doctor, or some other person initi~tod the
visit. It appeared that the proportion of patient initiated visits w~.s
declining. This was possibly due to h slight increase in th., number of
doctor initiated visits but in the last period visits initiated by ; an other'
person accounted for no less than 4fi% of the visits in the per;od. :::ighty
percent of the other initiated visits werE new. Many of thef''" new other
initiated visits were thought to he results of referrals by hospital doctors
and others relating to patlcrts moving into ~che "lrea - some ~,ould also be
due to health and social services personnel visiting recent arrivals to the
area. The residuG of the other initi"ted visits being acute or chronic
return, were possibly the l'esult of a referral by a nurse. In the periods after
t!l" opening of the health centre a much !'iF;her proportion of th" patient initiated
visits related to a ne\'1 conSUltation than was the case in the b.,fore period.
Items of service provided or c.:rrangcd at ".~!,it
The chang€'$ noted in the cas'. of visits Wbre very similar to those i"
relation to surgery consultations following the opening of the health
I I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I I I I .11
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Duration of Recording Period
Total Visits
Percentage of Visits in which
: Patient was Female
: Patient was agedO-14 years
: Patient was aged over 65 years




: Arising out of pregnancy
: Initiated by patient
: Initiated by doctor
: Initiated by other
Percentage of Visits in which the




: Return visit to surgery
to see doctor
: Return visit by doctor to
see patient
: Referral to nurse (in sur-














































Notes: The record forms used and notes on definitions are given in Appendix 2
This table is a summary of results presented in DLVl-5 of the Statistical Supplement
Results from period 1 in which Doctor X only kept records on a pilot basis are excluded from this table but included
in tables of the Statistical Supplement



























centre. In particular ::n the periods after the health cent!'e was opened.
The proportion of visi1:s in which a s,ecimen was tnkcn or its taking was
arranged wa" slightly lower; the proportion of visits in Wfl ich advice
only was given iner.cased; but unlike; the finding for surgery contacts
the proportion of visits in which a prescription was provided declined.
There was little change in the proportion of patients referr~d during a
visit to a nurse.
-'···fl
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RESULTS FROM THE JOURNEY TO SURGERY STUDY
Introduction
For four periods~ each c,f about a fortnight, two before and two
after the opening of the health centre thc receptionist of the practice
kept a record for all those attending the C"rterton surgery to se", the
doctor,of their age and sex, the address from whic~ they had travelled
(and whether it was their home, work address, or other). method of travel,
duration of journey in minutes and time of day of the surgery attended
(see appendix 3).
The old branch surgery and the heal.th centre were about 400 yards apart.
They were situated on the same road in the village but on opposite sides of
a crossroads and on opposite sides of the road (see map 2). The old branch
surgery had no parking space and the road was busy and narrow making parking
on the roadside difficult. The health centrP. had a carpark for patients.
Otherwise except for the health centre being cl.oser to the shopping centre than
the branch surgery there was little apparent difference between the two
buildines in terms of travelling convenience.
Numbers of attenders in the two after periods were in both cases some
40% higher than in tho two before periods cf the journey to surgc,ry data 12e-
in5 kept. 7he numbers recorded in the 'lftcr "eriods seemed broadly comparable
in magnitude wit!: those obtained from the detailed surgery workload records
or the routine records in general.
The age and sex distribution of attenders
As found in the case of the detailed workload surgery results f~males
accounted for two-thirds of the att'"nders and th,; over 65sfor relatively f',?W
(slightly mare in the journey to sur~ery study than other studies but still
less than 6% in any of the four peri_ods). The 25-'1'1 years 'lge group accQunt",d
for '10% of attenders; with w(,mer. lOaking u~ at least three-quarters of this
group except in the first period of recording wh0n the prcporti~n was 59% .
Children under 15 o_ccounted for 2l-23~, <;f thc ",ttenders in the f,'ur periods.
The origin of tr", journey and the metf-nd of tr'2.vel to the surgery
The proportion of attenders who came from Carterton its~lf increased
from 81% in tha first recurding peried anG 85% in the s€cond to over ~O%
Period 1 was from the lOth to 21st J2nuary 1977
Peri)d 2 from the 1st to 16th May 1972
Period 3 fTem the 5th to 16th March 1973




























in both the after periods.
1
T'le only cther group of any size CamE. fr0m the
-----,,- --------_._-------
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TABLE 5
SUMMARY or RESULTS FROM THE JOURNEY TO SURGERY STUDY
PERIODS OF ~CORDING
BEFO~ HEALTH CENT~ OP~ED
PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3
AFTER HEALTH CENT~ OPENED
PERIOD 4
Duration of recording session 9 weekdays in Jan 1972 10 weekdays in May 1972 10 weekdays in Mar 1973 9 weekdays in May 1973
Total attendances at bra~ch surgery/
health cer.tre
?ercentoge of attendances in which
atte~der was: Female
: Aged 0-14 years
: Aged over 65 years
: Aged over 60 years
Percentage of attendances in which






















HO:!le (as distinct from work. school etc.)
a::long: (a) Male Clttenders
Cb) Female attenders
Percentage 9£ attendances in which journey
to surgery was made on foot among;
(a) Male attenders
Cb) Female attenders
(c) Attenders aged 0-14 years
(d) Attenders over 65 years




























Percentage of attendances where journey
to surgery was made by car among:
(a) ~ale attenders
(b) female attenders
(c) A~tenders aged 0-14 years
(d) Attenders aged over 65 years
(e) Attenders aged over 60 years
Percentage of attendances where duration
of jOL.mey to s'Jrgery was less than
5 minutes a1OO:'lg:
(a) ~ale at tenders
(b) fe~ale atte~ders
(c) At~enders aged 0-14 years
(d) Attenders aged over 65 years
(e) At~enders aged over 60 years
Percentage of attendances where duration




(c) Att~~ders aged 0-14 years
(d) Atter.cers aged over E5 years




































































































village of Brize Norton and accounted fo~ a fuirly constant number
around 20 in each fortnight, but accordingly th"refore a declining
proportion of the attenders. The residue came from >Torl< places
and other small villages. The grout increase in numbers from
Carterton are a probable consequenc" of the d"velopments of housing
taking place in the village during the period of the study.
Carterton is ~ relatively compact village and in the before stage
over 70% of attenders coming from the village itself walked t() the surgery
and just over 20% came by car. In the ",ft"r periods the proportion from
Carterton walking to the surgery had dropped to just over 60% with a
corresponding increase to 35% in the percenta~c coming by car. In no
period did more than 1% come from within Carterton by bus (attenclers
coming from the other locations were more likely to come by car than
bus both before and after the op"ninr of the hee.lth centre and less
likely to walk, because of the distances involved).
The fact that Carterton itself was [lI'owing rapi.dly so that some
living there would be relatively farther fro" the centre of the village
in the later period of t~e study is a possible explanation for the
increase in the use of th.J C3.r in the case of those travelling from
Carterton - 3.1so the parking faciliti~s of th2 health cent~e it is
believed tipped the balance in favour of attcnders usinrr the car for
what was usually ~ relatively short journey.
The duration of the journey to th", surc:cry
Given the incrGa~ed proportion travelling by car in the after periods
any change in the duration of the jeurncy, (Juring the after period, would
be affected by this as well as any changes in the average distance of
journey made to the surgery (Which unfortunatel~r was not record,:,d in this
study). Th8 proportion of attenders startine from Carterton who said their
journey teok less th2n 5 rninutGs incre~sed steadily fr~m ~!riod to ~ericd
from 32% in the. first period to 50% in ?8rioc, 4 fu"1d the proportion of those
taking more than J.5 minutes fell from just over 20% in the first period
to 13% in the third p"riod and 4% in tb" 4th period. For those journeying
from other locations the proportion whose journey lasted for mere than 15
minutes was 60% in period I, 23% in period 2, 20% in period 3 and 13% in
period 4.
Hethod of travel tc the surgery and duration of j.':.~'!l. in.!.e_l_tltion_to _age
and sex
The ag'J groups most likely to walk to the surgery both b-oforc, fu'1d after
the opening af the hE,alth centre were these over 60 years of 2i~2 (70% Cl'
more walked) and those under 15 years of age (at least two-thirds in each
period walked). In the first period the prcpcrtion ef those ov~r 60 who

































with 28% of all attender:s and 38% for those tmder 15 years). However
in subsequent recording periods the proportion was much lower among the
over 60s nev~r exceeding 19%. In the periods af~er the health centre
was opened also the percentago of those under 15 who took more than a
quarter of an hour over their journey nev"r ",,:<ceeded 10%.
As has usually been found in studies of this kindl female attendcrs
were more li.kE)ly than !!'en to walk in all four periods of the study and
much less likely to COMa by car. Th€ proportion of fsmales who came by
car never exceeded 29~ while that for males increased ~teadily fpo~ 38~
to 55% as the study progressed. Accordingly females generally reported
a longer journey time than males <;.g. in all but the first period at
least 50% of males reporhd a journey duration of less than 5 minutes
compared with between 27% and 40% of females - the 40% occurring in the
last period when 60% of the males also reported this. In the first
period it did appear that the average journey duration of males was much
closer to that for females and this was due to the fact that in this
period only the males were somewhat mOre likely to come to the surgery
from work than females. In subsequent periods over 90% of both males
and females set out fro;n home to come to the surgery and ind"'ed in the
final period it was 97%.
In the first period a rather higher proportion of females than males
reported starting thei:' jow:'lley from c.'!rterton itself largely because of
the numbers coming from work outside the i'!.re<J.. HOWbver in the subsequent
periods the proportion coming from Carterton itself was virtually thc
same for males and females with hardly anyone coming from any>!here other
than Carterton Or th8 village of Briz0 Norton.
Time of surgery session to whicr:._e._~_ders '?:~
In the periods nfter the opening of the health centre rath~r fewer
attenders reported coming to evening surgery 2.'.,d more to afternoon surgeries.
In all four periods between 53% and 60% attended in sessions commencing
before noon. Generally thore was no consistent difference bet>rcen the
proportions of males e.nd females i'lt this tim';; females were h01~evcr mOre
likely to 2.ttend sessions commencing 12 noon up to 4.30 p.m. und correspond-
ingly less lik81y than the males to attend the evening surgeries starting
after 4.30 p.rn.
-------_._-----_.-_ ..._-_ .•....._-----_ .._--_.
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RESULTS FRO" THE SURVEY OF PATID.rT OPINION AND EXPERIENCE
Introduction
This se~tion of th~ report is based on:
(a) a postal survey b ~·lay Inn just pe::vr'i: the h"alth centre opened addressed
to a syste,natic ral1<J<',m s.lm~)lc 1)£ pati811ts ,wer 18 registered with the Baw.pton
rractice and whose r.:cords w.,:ce hdd at th'e Carterton surp:ery (the behre survey);
(b) a further approach in June/July 1973 also by postal questionnaire to the s~~e
groU?l as that approached under (a) just over a year art2r the health centre had
opened (the responder,ts to this s~cond e""iuiry al'" referr<;d to as the survivors):
(c) at the same timo as this, and using the sam~ questicnnaire, a fresh
sample of patients over the age of 18 r~gistered with the Barnc.ton practice
whose records were held at the Carterton hc>alth centre (excluding thos approachect
in the before survey) also approached by post.
We shall refer to this /i~Jp as the fresh sample and (b) and (c) t0gether
constitut0 the after survey.
Where we wish to c0ntrast the views or experiences of the practice population
(over 18 years) at tl~ time of the after survoy with th0s3 0f the analn~0us
population ?-t the time ,If the before survey, the best we cen do is 1:n Cl ':"p'lre
t':le corresponding results from the b~forc survey respondents with thosl, from
the respondents from the fresh sample. The results of the surviv~ of the
h~fore sample who replied also to the after questionnaire are also presented
but we have to accept that they are a potentially unrepresentative group by
virtue of their all still being traceable and their willingness to answer both
'"
our questionnaires. Th" milin purpose for our study of this potent iil.lly














atypical group, however, is that we obtained by this means an indication to the
extent to which individuals were chan~inr, their views or reporting chan~ed
experience.
experi',mces.
The respondents compared with the sa~'2.~~.2.Y'0ached
The !!.urvey before the health centre opened (See Tables 6 and 7)
Seventeen percent ef those approached could not be contacted because they
had moved away or in a very flOW cased died but 81% of those who could be
contacted did cO",?lete e questionnaire. Mm,. wer·, rathf)r less lih'ly than
women to r",,?ly but the ag,; distribution of the respond'ants was close to that
of the sample originally approached.
1 A;)art from a small numb"r excluded by the practice because they had ,tied
or it was thoui~ht they should not be Rppr,nched. Those who '1ere Uficontnctable
at th<j t'.lne of the befor€, survey simply because th;:oy apI'eared to h?ve It,,)ved
















(Uncontactables as :l percentage
of the Total approached)
Total contactable sample (a-b)
I Total completed questionnaires
I(Total completed questionnaires
































... Uncontactables: Those found to have moved from the area or to have died
(This table is hased on Table Pl of the Statistical Supplement)
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
TABLE 7
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AGE/SEX CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS COMPARED WITH THE TOTAL SAMPLES APPROACHED
BEFORE SURVEY AFTER SURVEY
First sample approached Fresh sample
again
Total Respondents Total Respondents Total Respondents
Approached Approached Approached
TOTALS( 100%) 502 341 484 226 418 252
Percentage who were: female 60 63 61 63 56 58
:aged 25-44 years 53 51 54 ,', 44 ,~ 52 49
:aged over 65 years 8 10 8 {, 12{' 8 10





* At the time of the after survey




























The after survey (JUll~/July 19'1:')
Among the gr'C'lP referr"d to Ulld~r (b) above (Le. the m,mbers of the
ori ginal sample who were app~'Oachc;j ilgain ,,-t the aftar sta3e) "tha response
was predictably rather poorer than th~t obtained in the bpfol~ survey,
this was oven after making allowance for those who ;.reI" unconT::lctal:l" by
virtue of hilvinz moved a~m~;' or died - this group now made up "early a
third of those approached originally. HC'wever, 65% ef those >rho ~1',r:,
contactable at this stccc completed a questionnaire. Men were again
some>rhat less likely to reply thal; women and among men the ilvr.rap.;c of
respondents was older than that of the sample ap?roachcd (at the time of
the after survey) - though the age uistribution of women respondents was
ver'J simil:lr to that of women approached.
In the case of th.e fr<osh sampl" questioned in the after survey (group c)
men >rero slightly less likely to reply than >lomen but the a3" distribution of
J""n and women respondents was quite <;.tmilar to that for the sa!"plc approached
though with a slight excess of over 60s. On this occasion 14% of the sample
approached were uncontactable and the response rate ,-"xpressed as a proportion
of those that were contac~able was 70%.
Compared with the a~e/sex distribution of the Cartcrton practice area
popUlation at the time of the 1971 census it appeared th'3.t both the samples
approached and the respondents in all cases contained:
(a) a higher proportion of women (possibly because women were more likely
to r<,gister with a doctor then men given their higher cont'3.ct rate with
general practitioners (see table 10) both for themselvet'l Md their children);
(b) a higher proportion of those in the age group 25-44 y"ars '?nd a lOller
proportion in the age group 65 years and over (this is probably due to the
fact that although the Barnpton practice took patients from within an area
surrounding Carterton itself, and t1"'is surroundin~ area appe=ed to have
a population of the order of 25'~ of that of r;'_,rt·~rton i tap-lf in 19'11 only
C'.!>C'ut 5% of their patients (sce below) appeared to come from this i\r"l'l
outside Carterton itself).
The "ddrcss,~s of the res;>ond~.nts in the v~lC.~ou!? .s_~r~y'~
Ir.. all three groups (a), (b) ;md (c) about 94-9~; of tl", samples appr"ach<.~
and of the respondents came from Carterton itself and most of "the rest from
Brize Morton village •
PeflDondonts to the bC'fore survey: soure", of know}edge if '?ny of t.h!:..__
forthcoming opening of the health <::entre
Seventy-five percent reported that they knew that a h"""lth centre was to
open i soon'. The most fr"'qucntly mentioned source of inforo..'!tion of this group



























followed by 'other patients' (24%) and then the third most common was
'saw centre being built' (by 17%) and 16% had heard from surgery rece:.>tionist
or the doctor or health visitor etc.
Frequent 7.lttencers -'it the surgery in the previous 12 months were
more likely to know of the openin;; of tbe h"alth centre than less frequent
attenders, predictably enough, and also more likely to have heard of its
opening fI~m the doctor or st2ff of the ~ractice or from 'other pati~nts'
- though in both cases the differenc~s were not large.
At the time of th_e after survey (that is _~4 months after tho; health cen1:~
had opened) how many of the respondents had....been ..!o the health centre?
Eight'J-six percent of the fresh s~jnple and 88% of the survivors
indicated that they had been to the ha~lth centre for some reason by the
time of the surve)'.
At which premises >rould oatients prefer to see their doctor? (Table 8)
The before survey
In the before survey, the respondents \-'ere asked to choose betw8en the
present surgery (that is the branch surGery at Carterton), a health centre,
or 'don' t mind'.
Just over' half the respondents did not mind where they saw their doctor,
a third opted for a health centre and 9% for the present surge!"}. Men vere
rather more likely to favour the health centre than women - but there was little
difference between the proportions of men and women preferring the old surger:'.
Among women the older age groupswere slightly more likely to favour the health
centre than younger age ~oups. In the case of men however, whilst this
trend was apparent for the three age groups below 60 years of age, those over
65 were rel"ltively unlikely to favour the health centre and more likely not to
mind where they were seen. The number of visits paid to th" surgery by
respondents to see a doctor in the previous year (or to tak.o someone ols",)
did not appear to be related to their pr<>ferenc,; to wher" they wer-, seen.
Those who lived in carterton itself w~r8 more likely than those living
else where to favour the health centre (though the number of the latter was
very small - none of these however favoured the present surgery).
Those who knew that the health centr" was to open ware considerably
mo~ likely to opt for a health ccntr~ than those who did not know about it
(40% of the former and 21% of the latter would have preferred to be seen by
their doctor in a health centre) - amon~ those who did not know about the
health centre also a r.:.latively high pro,.,orHon HcuB have pr.-ferrEd to be
seen in their present surgery.
Those who thoug'1t that th" existing w2dting room in the Cart';rtnn hr<>nch
surgery was unsatisfactory were considerably more likely (53%) to f~vou!' ,~
health centre than those who thouehtthat the existin,.; waiting room was
I I I • I • I • I • I • I • I I I I
TABLE B
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RE5PO:IDENTS'PREFERENCES CONCERNING THE SURGERY PREMISES AT WHICH THEY WOULD PREFER TO SEE THEIR DOCTOR
- RESULTS FOR VARIOUS CATEroRIES OF RESPONDENTS
BEFORE SURVEY AM'ER SURVEY
P@rcentap:e who would prl!fer
(FRESH SAMPLE)
Percentagl! who would pre fer
CATEGORIES or RtSPONDD;rs (SURVIVORS)
Present A Health Previous Carterton Previous Carterton
Surgery ~ntre Surgl!!ry Health Centre Surgery Health Centre
All P.esponder.ts 9 35 1 75 2 76
Male Respondl!nts 8 .2 2 73 • 71F~~ale Pespondents 10 32 1 76 1 79
Pe~ponjents aged 18-2~ years 8 23 3 69 9 56Fespon~ents aged 25-44 years 9 37 0 7. 1 76
P~sp~r.~ents over oS years 3 33 0 76 0 i 93Pespor.dents who lived outside Carterton 0 22 15 5. 7 53Pespo~dents who did not visit their
joctor~ surgery in previous year 8 3. 0 50 3 63
Respondl!nts who had visited their doctors
~~r~ery one or more times in previous year 9 36 1 78 2 78R""spcn'1ents who stated that thf!y did not
normally recf!ive an appointnf!nt on the
day n'·q'.l~sted Question not asked 2 68 1 61~ido~~j R~5pondents 7 26 0 79 0 63~i~gl~ P~spond~nts 5 .5- 6 56 6 63
?espond~nts in fullti~e employment 6 .2 2 72 2 72
Respondents who ~ere retired 10 31 0 81 0 81Eot..l~ewives (not in employment) 10 28 2 75 2 77Re5poncents who were on telephone at home 8 39 1 78 1 79
Pespond~nts who were not on telephone at home 9 3. 1 73 2 74
Note In the before survey "present surgery" WAS the Carterton branch surgery
In the after survey "previous surgery"" !I " " nIT"
~ost of those who did not indieate a preference for either the branch surgery or the health centre said they did not mind
where they were seen.
This table is based on the following tables in the Statistical Supplement (P Series) 7,8,12,13,40,52,55.































satisfactory (25% favouring the hee.lth centre) - surprisin"ly only 38!i'
thought the Imiting room was unsatisfr.ctory though practice staff felt
that it was far from suitaLl",. The method used normally by respondents
to make an appointment di.d not appear to bc related to their preference
as to where they wish"d to be seen by their doctor nor was there any
clear difference associated with socio-economic group (except that
those chssified as"armed forces and inadequately described occupations"
were as a group rather less likely tharl the re1J'aind.,r of those approaclled to
favour the health centre). Th" great majority of respondents both men and
women were marriEd so it is difficult to say whether there >rep" any diff''l'ences
associated with marital status though the small number of ,ridowed yersons noth
men and women were lcss likely than others to favour the health centre.
ThOSE who worked full-time or part-time were morf' likely than tbosc, who
were retired or were houseHives (not otherwise, nmployed) to favour
the health centrt,. Among women the numb<.or of childr8n thQY had under fiv,-,
years did not appear to be related to their preferred plac0 for seeinr th0
doctor.
A number of responden"':s commentcd on their preferences. Amonr. those
who favoured a health cencre many added that this was because they assumed
that a health centre would be better equipped (often Tn',ntinninrr X-ray) and
that outpatient sessions would be held there. Thes8 fAcilities were available
at the nearby Nuffield health centr~ in Witney and some of those who commented
did say that they wer0 assuming that the health centre in Carterton would be
similar tc that at Witney.
The after surveys
In the after surv~ys respondents were asked to choose between the previous
surgery, Carterton health centre and 'don't mind'.
Seventy-five percent of th8 fresh sample and 76% of the survivors stAted
a prefer6nce for the health centre. Virtually all the rsmainder didn't mind
lohere they wars seen. Both amon;; the fr8sh sample Md survivor"',I,romen were
slightly more li.kely than men to opt for the health centre (the opposite was
the case in the before survey). Ther<:> app',arcd to he no very obvious trend in
proportions favouring th2 health contre t.1ith aee though thf: yOll.Tlgest af!'3
group partiCUlarly men still seemed to be least favoUl'able both among the
survivors and the fresh sample. Certainly there was no evidence to suggest
that older respondents particularly those over 65 were any less likely to
prefer the health centI'1? than any other age group; if anything the contrary •
Once again those ~o/ho lived in Carterton were more lik01y tc say they
preferred the health centre as the place to b0 seen by their doctor than thosc
living in other Flaces both e>mong the survivors and the fresh sample though
the numbnI'S for thos~ living outside Carterton were particularly small in the
-40-
after surveys. Unlike the before survey those who hil<1 paid one or more
visits to see their doctor in the ye"'.r precedi.Tlg the survey ""re cO:lsiderably
more likely to favour the henlth centre than those who had not paid a visit
of this kind; the difference was qui to marked both among the tr"sh s"mr,le
respondents and the> survivors.
About the same proportion of respondents in the after surveys as in the before
surv",ys used the telephone to make appointments as distinct fron calling at
the surgery ",-nd once again there was little cH.fferencc between those using the
two diff(,rent methods as regards the pr0r'o!'tions stating a ;:>rc:fsrence for' the
health centre. In the after surveys (hut unfortunat<l1y not in the befol>.,
survey) r<'spondents were asked wheth,,"' or not they normally receivrcd ar,
appointment on the day requested. Bnth among the fresh sample and the survivors
just over thr"e-qua""ters said that they did normally r'?,cdve "'11 appointm"nt on
the day they requested and about one-sixth in both cases said that they was not
the case. Among the group who did report normally receivinG ffil appointment on
the day requested a much Id.gbcr prorort5~on, iilicut 80%, indic."tcd that they
]?referred the health centre as the place to be seen than those who did not
normally receive an appointment the day they requestcd(where only ~round two-
third~ fa\'Oured the health cantre) ;the difference w,s l=.rrcely accounted for by
a much greater proportion opting for rdon I t mind' among this group "hich was
hovlever relatirely small; thQ diffcrsnccs '·'"re more marked "mon" the survivors.
Socio-economic group differences ,lid not appeal" to be related to nreferences
as tOl-I!;ere to be seen with the 1'ossi11e exc"ption that the very SMall number of
professional workers amrmg the respondents both in the hefore and after surveys
were rather less likely than other g:>ou]:s to f:lvour the health cFntre. As for
the armed forces and inadequately described occupations 3monr Lhe survivors they
were somewhat less likely than respondents as a whol~ to f~vour the health centre
but the opposite was th", cas," amonl' the fresh sample. Those on the telephone
however both in t'l·3 before a:Id after survc~'s were genGrally a 15.ttlc more likely
to favour the health centre tha:l thos" not on the tel"phone.
i\mong the survivors but not among the fresh s<1l11';>le mar:>i"d persons were
morc likely than widmlcd people to favour the lealth centr,". Those who Horked
part-tiID8 or were r"tir'ed emerged as being' slightly more in favour of the health
centre than those who worked full-tim0- or were housewives (not otherwis~ employed);
the opposite result to that obt2.ined in th" before surv0ys althoup;h thf! differe'lcF.
was not great. Among women the nu~ber of children they had under 5 years did
not .'ll)pear to be ""elated to their likelihood of ?ref0.rring th" heal':h centre as
a place to be seen by their doctor.
Thus at the time 0:' the after survey th., great majority of the respond<'nts
































































on both occasions the great majority of those who opted for a health
centre in the before s'lrvey retained this preference in the after survey
(65 out of 77) all but one ef the rest moving to the don't mind category.
(So it would appear that the non-existence of outpatient sessions and
X-ray facili ti es did not callS,' many of those in favour of a health centre
at the before stage to change th.air mind by the time of the after survey).
However, over 70% of those who in the before survey said they didn't mind
hand chang.ld their preference to the health centre by the time of the after
survey and a similar proportion of those who had favoured the present surgery

































A comparison of experiences and practices, with some possible
releva.'1ce to the opening of the h~alth centre, reported by the
respondents in the before and after survp-ys
Introduction
The last section gave an indication of respondents' preferences
as to where they would like to see their doctors a'1d explored explanations
for their preferences. In this section we search for changes in
experience or practice reported by respondents which might be in some
sense associated with the opening of the health centre. (~h~ is, of
course, not the same as saying the chanse was caused by the health cent;r'fJ
opeting. )
Travel to the surgery (table 9)
Origin of journey to the surge~
In the before survey about gl~% of respondents both among men and
women reported that th"y normally came to the surgc.ry from home. In the
after survey the proportion who ca.~e normally from home "as much the same
for WOmEm but rather lower for men (around 70%), both among the fresh
sample respondents and the survivors.
Normal method of travel to the sur~rz
In the before survey about 40% said they normally walked to The
surgery and 40% came by car. In the after surveys (both fresh sample
respondents and survivors) about 3G% said they normally ,·,alked and 47%
said they normally came by car. No other method of travel was used by
more than 7% of respondents in any of the surveys. Higher proport; ons
in the after surveys than in the before survey stated they normally
travelled to the surgery by car in the case of the following groupsf
I:lale ;r'f,spondents, respondents under 25 years of age, widowed respondents,
single respondents, respondents in fulltime employment, respondents not
on the telephone. Women generally s"emed no mol''', likely tc use a car
in the after surveys and in particular housewives (not otherwise employed)
and those I<ith one or more children under 5 years. Nor wcre the elderly
as a whole more likely to come by car .- very few of those over 60 years
of age used the car compared with the younger respond.,~ts. Also despite
the increases in car usage reported in the af~er surveys even then very
feH of the widowed respondents and single respondents said that they
normally came to the sureery by car.
1 There will be some overlap between thes" groups
I I I J • I • I I J I • I • • I I I I I I I I
l I I I I I I i
TABLE 9
INFORMATION FROM THE POSTAL SURVEy RESPONDENTS RELATING TO TRAVEL TO THEIR DOCTOR'S SURGERY
DEFORE SURVEY AITER SURVEY
FRESH SAMPLE SURVIVORS
Percentage of respondents who usually started journey to surgery
from home (as distinct from work etc.> among:
Hale respondents 83 72 70
Female respondents 84 ·81 . 80
Percentage of respondents who usually travelled to the surgery
(a) on foot. Cb) by car, among: Ca) Cb) Ca) Cb) Ca) Cb)
Male respondents 29 SO 27 65 23 58
Female respondents 48 35 l!4 36 43 39
I·
Respondents aged 18-2 4 years 51 28 54 40 35 43
Respondents ov~r 65 years of age 48 30 68 20 59 30
Respondents over 60 years of age 46 29 58 25 48 27
Widowed respondents 52 19 42 37 50 30
Single respondents 55 20 50 31 44 25
Respondents in fulltime employment 30 54 23 65 22 61
Retired respondents 59 17 75 19 S8 23
•
Respondents who were housewives (not in employment) 52 33 56 25 48 33
Respondents who were on telephone at home 30 57 30 58 28 58
Respondents who were not on telephone at home 48 • 32 45 38 41 36
Women with one or more children under 5 ttars 53 36 57 29 41 03Percentage of respondents who stated that their journey to e
surgery usually took more than 15 minutes 17 13 15
Percentage of male respondents reporting difficulty in travelling
to the surgery , 0 5
Percentage of female respondents reporting difficUlty in travelling
to the surgery S 6 6
Note: this table is based on the following tables of the statistical supplement ep Series) 21,22,27.44,54,57,60,43.




































Nearly all respondents lived in Carterton itself; the few who lived
elsewhere were of co~se much 18ss liy.cly to walk to the surgery.
Among the 207 survivors W
"
O stated the~r normal method of travel to
th~ surgery in both the before and after surveys 88 said they normally
travelled by car in the before survey and 95 in the after survey with a
corresponding dccline in th" numbers who said they normi'llly walked to the
surgery•
Normal duration of the journey to surgery
In the beforG survey 18% said their journey took more than 15 minutes
compared with 13% among the fresh sample in the after survey and 15% among
the survivors.
Travel difficulties reported by respondent~
Among men, 3% of respondents reported travel difHculties in the before
surveY,none at all among the fresh sample respondents in thc after survey,
and 5% among the survivors. Among women, 9% report6d such difficulties
in the b£:forc survey and 5% both among thE' f!'esh sample respondents and
survivors. in the after surveys. Those experiencing difficulties were
distributed over mos"'; age groups in the case of men in the before and
after surveys and aiso women in the after surveys. In the before survey half
the women ove,r 55 years of age reported difficulties in travcel1ing to the
surgery (though this ~,as in total a fairly small numlwr). The most common
single reason for reporting difficulties was poor health though some mentioned
poor bus service and lack of a car, and only one person mentioned thc problem
of travelling frem work.
The results on travel to the surgery from the postal survey of
patients compared with ~hose from th~ journey to surgery study
(see page 29 and table 5)
The journey to surgery study was based en information obtained from
attcnders about the journ0Y they had just made to the surgery shortly
after it was completed. The information "as hased on two periods of a
fortnight before the health centre op~nod and two periods of similar length
afterwards. The postal surveys were addressed to a random sample of
patients ef the Bampton practice (whose records were kept at the Carterton
surge!".!) and concerned with what "usually" happenad when they mad" a
journey to the surgery. The, postal survey thus is concerned with much
less specific information than the journey to surgcl~ study but is
intended to be representative of the popUlation of patients under examination
(including some who will not have been to the surger; in the previous year)
while the journey to surgery study is concerned with a sample of attendanc"s.
Accordingly it is not surprising that there were some differences
between the results for the two studies. In partiCUlar far higher































to the surgeryp from work than T/;'".;:!.S tb€; case (in respect of Th~; :lctual
jOUrfldy to tbe surgcry) in ;:1:" jour"",y to s'1rf'."ry study; and the proportion
increased in the after survey which ',m~ the opposite of what "as found
in the journey to surgery study. Given t!le time horizon which postal
respondents wen::: asked 1{.1 us',:! in resp~:ct of .several 0uestions in the
questionnaire i.t could be that tr1t_.~y were1cz.sting theil" minds back to
a situation in the CCT'terton )ora""h ,;urll,ery br,f0re the appointments
system was in operation. On the other hand th" pcstal su;ov"'y d0es
confirm the finding of the j oumey to ~urger"J study that a higher pro-
portion of people were coming to the surgery l¥ car when the health
cel'tre was open - also that \\lomen were much les5 likoly to COMe by car
than men. and the "lderly than younger respondents.
Norm"l method of obtai.:lin;; ,,'><,ointments rcport"d by reE.p",nde!lt~
Both before and after the opening of the h"alth centre just over
half the respondents made w, appointment by telephone and about '10% by
calling at the surgery. If those who were on the teli1phone only are
considered, then the proportions before and after tl''-'' opening of the
centre who made an a"point1nent by telp.phone Here vhootually idell1:.i. cal.
However among those who Wel'G not on the tGlepho!lo 1\ low"r proportion
telephoned when the health centre was opened than in the before stage
and a somewhat higher proportion called at the surgery (at the time
of the before survey 36% of the respondents were on th.:, telephone
compared witto. 42% of the survivors and 51% of th" fresh sareple of
respondents (at the time of the after 8urvey).
Respondents' recollections of the number of times the" had
visi ted the surgery (to see the doctor or to t"h, .s_~~':."':i)Ll")
and the nUmber of times they had Deen visited ilt home by the: d~~
(dth",r for themselves or someone else in their home-) in a ueri,,·d
of aQout a ye~r preceding each~~~ (see tabl~ 10)
On the basis of answers given by respondents 8.i')')ut i:hf: T.:ili'1J't.'.!"' ( .,~
surgery vis;.ts they had made i:!rod th,· Dumber of tim?!': their doctrr had
visited the5.r hon~,::.<.:; for the :ourposes mcntj,oncd above during the pE:riod of a
year approximately preceding each sU1Ovey, average annual surgery 3ttendance
and home visiting rates for various categories of respon~ent were calculated
(for d<:tails of the calculations see a note b"low tnbl" PIS elf the
statistical supplement), Not" that the surgery "tt"',(~i',nc", rates and homo
visiting rates inclu(\..; ~urg(,ry :lttt'·,d.1ncN: <'!lC; ham':'· visits in wbich the
respond;:mt WCiS involv",.j '·,s '" c'.;mr'mlion or member of h,~usehald of the
perscn ~ctuallJ being att"nj~d.
Surgery attendance rates
Respondents in the after surveys (both survivors alod fresh sanph;)
~t
reported!"east 10% fewer attendances on average per year th:m n."spCi"dents
-
1 in the bcfo~e survey
I It It It I1 It It I1 I I I1I1III 1IIIIli •
TABLE 10
AVERAGE ANNUAL-,SURGERyl AND HOME VISITING2 RATES BASED ON RESPONDENTS' RECOLLECTIONS RELATING TO A
PERIOD OF ABOtT!' A YEAR PRECEDING EACH SURVEY
BEFORE SURVEY AFTER SURVEY
FRESH SAMPLE SURVIVORS
(a) Average surgery contact rates and
(b) Average home visiting rates for: (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)
Male attenders 4.5 1.8 3.5 1.3 4.0 1.8
Female attenders 6.7 1.9 6.2 1.7 5.8 1. 2
Respondents aged 18-60 years 6.6 1.7 5.1 1.4 5.4 1.1






i.e. Respondent's surgery visits to see the doctor themselves or to take someone else
i.e. visits to respondent's home to see respondent or someone else in the household
This table is based on tables PIS. P16 of the Statistical Supplement (Note that in the case of the rates
presented inthis table for the after survey, those in the statistical supplement tables have been deflated
by 6% to take account of the fact that in the after survey the period about which respondents were questioned
was longer by that amount than the period referred to in the before survey).
in the before survey.
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ratE: l~a:3 considerably higher for women than for men). Both among men
and women the decrease occurred in the under 60s age group; and it
appeared that those over 60 years of age were making more visits on
average per year to the surgery than in the period before the health
centre opened.
The 207 survivors who answered the question on numbers of visits
to their doctor in the preceding year in both surveys however appear
to have seen their doctor more often in the surgery in the after period
than in the before period. In narticular whereas in the period covered
by the before survey 20% of them stated that they had not been to their
doctor at all in the preceding 12 months, in the af~er period the
corresponding p2rcentage was 14%. T~2re are reasons however why this
particular group may differ in their experience from patients of
the pr.cr::tice as a whole since they would by definition be slightly
older at the time of the after survey than they W'lre at the time of
the before survey and would in many cases have become more settled
in Carterton by that time.
Home visi'ts
Among men the reported visitine; rate in the after survey .las lower
in the case of the fresh sample respondents than that reported by the
respondents in the before survey (though among the survivors the average
rate was the same as that found for renpondents in the hefore survey).
Among womc'O both fresh sample respondents and survivors, the average rate
reported in the after survey was lower than that for the before survey.
The fall in the repcrted visiting rate was more marked amonc those under 60
years of age than among older respondents.
It appears that for both men and women the combined surgery and
home visiting rate per year (as recollected by thorn) was lower in
the year after the centre had opened than it had been in the year just
before it was opened. For E>xample men recalled an a\'erage of 6.3
contacts in the home or surgery per y"ar in the before survey compared
with 4.8 in the case of the fresh sample respondents in thc after survey
(5.8 in the case of survivors). ~omen recalled 8.6 contacts in the
home or surgery pCI' year in the befor;, survey and among the fresh sample





































Respondents recollection of yhe number of times they had felt the
need to go to see their doctor at th" surg(,I"J Or to call th'e doctor
to their home but had not done so for some reason in the period of
about a year preceding each survey (Table 11)
Average rates pcr year for various categories of respondent for
the number of times they had felt the need for a surgery consultation
and the number of times they had felt the need for calling a doctor to
their home, but had not actually done so, were calculated in much the
same way as the average rates in the immediately preceding s(,ctions (Pl? 44-47).
The questions on which this section is based wore int(~rpreted, as indeed
was the intention, by most respondents who cor.unented on their answers
as being entirely concerned with occasions when the patient felt a need
for a consultation but did not take any action (very often because they
did not wish to trouble the doctor when he was busy).
SurF-cry visits needed but ~qt.2:"~'l.ueste,!
In both the before and after surveys men reported on average that they
had felt such a need about the same number of times. Among women the
average number of times this need was felt in 'the after survey was about
half that reported in the b"fore survey.
Both among those over 60 and those under 60 years of age the rate of
surgery consultations needed but not asked for was lower in the after survey
than it ~las in the before survey .
(The 207 survivors answer.i.ngthis question on both occasions alse
reported a low~r rate of occasions when they felt the need for surge~l
consultation but had not sought One in the after survey than in the
before survey)
Home visits needed but not requested
Both among men and women, ·3Dd among those over 60 years of age as
well as youn~er res~ondents, the aver~ge number of such occasions reported
was lower in the after ~urveys than in the before surveys - though th,-
rates in all cases were fairly small .
Among the survivors who ans"/ered this question in hoth surveys
also the number of occasions when a home visit was nc,-"kd but not called
for was lower on averag~ in the after survey than it was in the before
survey.
If we add together the number of occasions when respondents
felt the need for attentIon from the doctor either in the form of
surgery consultation or a home visit but had not in fact asked for
I 11111'.,.1111 i I IIIIIII
TABLE 11
I I I I I 1
AVERAGE NUMBER OF TIMES RESPONDENTS RECOLLECTED FEELING THE NEED TO SEE THEIR DOCTOR AT THE SURGERY
OR FOR THE DOCTOR TO BE CALLED OUT TO SEE THEM BUT WHERE THEY DID NOT ACTUALLY REQUEST THIS
BEFORE SURVEY AFTER SURVEY
FRESH SAMPLE SURVIVORS
Average number of times per year
(a) Respondent felt need for
surgery consultation but did
not request one
(b) Respondent felt need for home
visit but did not call doctor
out ,for: (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)
Male respondents 0.7 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.8 0.3
,
Female respondents 1.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.8 0.4
Respondents aged 18-50 years 1.1 0.5 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.3
Respondents aged over 50 years 1.7 1.3 0.8 0.4 1.4 0.8
This table is hased on tables P17 and P18 of the Statistical Supplement (Note that in the case of the rates
presented in this table for the after survey, those in the statistical supplement tables have been deflated
by 5% to take account of the fact that in the after survey the period about which respondents were questioned




































this for some reason, it appears that on average respondents felt this
sum to be lower in "the year preceding thE' after survey than did
respondents when thinking of the period preceding the before st~vey.
So we have the result that respondents were reporting IvHtlr
contact rates with their doctor when the health centre was open
and reporting that they less often failed to request cttention from
thcir doctor when they felt they needed it.
Staff other than the doctor who had attenden respondents in
the year preceding each survey
In the case of the district nurse, only about 1% of men and
of women respondents reported that they had been att~nded by her
in the surgery in the year before the health centre opened compared
with about 8% in the year after the health centre opened. The
proportion of respondents who had been attended at home by the district
nurse was slightly lower in the after period (4% fresh sample, 6%
survivors) than in the before period (7%) probably because some w0rk
that would have been done in the patients mme had now been transferred
to the health centre
In the case of the health visitor in the before survey 4% of
women respondents said they had seen her in the surgery and 23% at
home. Th" corresponding figures in the after slll'vey (fresh sample)
were 14% and 21% respectively (13% and 18% among the sllrvivors) .
There was no change in the proportion of women who had Seen a
midwife eith~r at the surgery (about 5%) or in their homes (about 8 -9%) •
The chiropodist had not been available in the old surger"J and
so a question about whether or nqt respon~nts had seen this person1n the berore survp.v.
in their doctors surgery was not asked / In the af-fer' Cl:.Jr-",'::,! (both
fresh sample and survivors) about 1% of men and 3% of women r"ported
having seen a chiropodist in the healt'l centre. (One percent of men
and of woman reported seeing the chiro~odist at home.)
The preference of respondents when they wish "to ~_? d~~tor about
a non-urr:ent matter and their ..~:~.:~~d(';c:..tor wa;.:.-:-, ~'hlt availablt.~ at all
at the surf:';(~r..Y..-0n tl~'::-_~,j:..::r.J.::!.:.m tlh:'jI w:t3h.;~d to see him - would
they prefer to see another doctor or to see their own doctor on
another day?
This question was included to see whether the opening of th"
health centre was associated with any l'Ieakening in the link b'otween the
patient and his doctor. Among m<;n ::'oth before and after the opening of
the health centre around three-quarters would sce another doctor and the

































Among "omen, in the after survey fr"sh samplp. respondents were
someHhat less likely to be prepared to :;Q'; another doctor than those
in the before survey (58% compared with 68%) but there ~las no diff.:>rence
betw"en the survivors in the after survey and before survey respondents
in this respect. It Has among those in the 18 to 2'+ years ·'ge group
(both fresh s3mple and survivors) that ther", H~q ~he mos~ marked drop
in the proportion prepared to see an0ther doctor.
Among tt.e survivors who answered the question on both occasions there
was almost no change in the proportion who were prepared to see another
doctor although this was marginally down; and slightly more numerically
speaking were prepared to wait for th~ir o~~ doctor. This overall
impression of lack of change conceals the somewhat larger numbers of
individuals who changed their minds in various directions, e.g. of
the 1'+5 persons who were in the before survey would see another doctor
120 would be prepared to see another doctor in the after surve~?9.11 ~Tould
want to wait for their own doctor. By contrast of the 56 in tt'? before
survey who said they would wish to wait for their own doctor 21 in the
after survey would see another doctor and 3'+ would wait for their own
doctor.
What would the respondent do if they cut their hand ba~~~~\ home
at three 0' clock on a Tuesday afternoon and although the bleeding
soon stopped they thought it. would nee,!-_~n.&.by someone (table 12)
In the before survey 6'+% of respondents said they would go to their
doctors surgery. that is to say the old branch surgery in Carterton, 21%
to the Witney health centre, 7% to a hospital of one kind or a''1other
(hospitals would all be at least 10 miles away from Carterton). In
the after survey 80% among the fresh sample respondents and 82% of the
survivors said they "ould attend their own doctors surgery. that is
in the health centre ,and only 10% in either group w~uld at this time
have gone to the Witney health centre; ab0ut 'the same would have. gone to
a hospital as in the before survey. The Witney health centre did have
a long established minor casualty service - it had be~n in operation f0r
some 20 years in Witney including a number of years h",fore the he"lth GClitre
itself was built and was staffed throughout the opening hours of the health
centre. In the Carterton health centre the distr5_ct nurSe .,as to attend the
treatment room at 11. 00 3.. m. on wee;~day mornln<>:s - but during the study
period this arrangement could not always be l'I'Ii.ntained owing to a shortage
of nurses.
Two factors possibly affectinf( those opting in faVC',lr' of the Witney
health centre as distinct from their doctors surgery were:
1. Whether or not the respondent works in the Witney area;
"'''ld,
2. Whether or not the respondent has access to a car on a Tuesday afternoon.
I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I • I
TABLE 12
I I I I I I I I I I i
WHAT WOULD RESPONDf:NTS DO IF THEY cur THEIR HAND BADLY AT HOME AT THREE O'CLOCK ON A TUESDAY AFTERNOON AND ALTHOUGH THE BLEEDING
SOON STOPPED THEY nrOUGHT IT WOULD NEED SEEING BY SOMEBODY - ANSWERS FOR VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS
BEFORE SURVEY AITER SURVEY
FllESH SAMPLE SURVIVORS
Percenta~e who would 20 to Percents e who would RO to Percenta e who would -0 to
CATEGORIES OF Doctor's Witney A Doctor's Wimey A Doctor's Witney A
RESPONDENTS Surgery Health Hospital Surgery Health Hospital Surgery Health Hospital
Centre Centre· Centre
All Respondents 6' n 8 80 10 7 82 10 •
Hale Respondents 60 23 10 79 10 9 76 11 10
Female Respondents 66 20 6 80 10 5 86 9 1
Those in full-time
"Employment 60 22 12 81 9 7 70 16 7
Those in part-time
Employment 61 29 8 79 12 9 91 3 3
Retired Respondents 66 21 0 81 6 6 81 • •
Housewives (not otherwise





years 72 17 3 83 10 2 93 2 2
This table is based on tables P28. PS3. P56. PS9




























Table 12 suggests that both of these factors may have had some
bearing on respondent's choice in the h"fore survey; hO~lever it is
clear that for all classes of r8s~ondent considered a much higher proportion
opted for their doctor's surgery than in the before survey.
Among the 207 survivors who answered the relevant question in both
surveys the main change in preference was among the 44 people who in the
before survey said they would go to Witney health centre for treatment
for a cut hand. Thirty four of those in th" after survey indicated that
they would go to their doctor's surgery.
~ondents'opinions in the after survey as to "'hether the medical
care they obtained from their doctor had chang~d for the b~tter or
worse after the healTh centre had opened (Table 13)
Twenty seven per cent of the after fresh sample respondents and 30%
of the survivors thought that the medical care in question had changed for the
better; hardly anyone (no more than 2% among either the fresh sample respondents
or the survivors) thought that care had changed for the worse. All the rest
either felt that the care had not changed or in the case of a few respondents
that they coulJ not giva a definite answer one way or the other (there
were more of these among the fresh sample respondents:ll:).
There was not much difference between thF, iIDsw,rs of men and women
respondents among the fresh sample though among the survivors a higher
proportion of men felt that care bad changed for the better than women.
Among the fresh sample respondents those over [,0 years of ag.s resemble.d
the respondents as a whole in terms of the proportion who felt that care
had changed for the better. Among the survivors however "those over 60
were much more likely than younger r~spond8nts to feel that care had changed
for the better.
Women ag£d 25-44 y"ars of age who made up a substantial part of toe
practice population and gave !'is" ,." = <>v"n larger propvrtion of contacts
(partiCUlarly if those concerned Idth childr,'Tl are included) wc:':' sllghtly
less likely 'than women as a whole among either the fresh sample r'~sponQents
or the survivors to feel that carf, had changed for the better. Ho\>/over women
wi th one or more childre.'1 under 5 yea.t's were more likely to feel that care
had changed for the better than women as a whole among the survivors whilst
the opposite was true in the case of fresh sample respondents.
Those who preferred to be seen hy th8ir doctor at Carterton health centre
were much morc likely to feel that care h~d changed for the better than those




{; possib~y because these would includ'l some' recent arrivals in Carterton.
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TABLE 13
PERCENTAGE or REf.,pwm:NTS WHO !ELT THAT THE MEDICAL CARE THEY RECEIVED
FROM THEIR DOCTOR HAD I11PRCVED FOLLOWING THE OPENING or THE HEALTH
CENTRE - FOR VARIOUS GROUPS OF RESPONDENTS IN THE AFTER :OUFVEY
(Note almost all respondents who did not feel that ca"'e had improved
felt that it had stayed the same (on balance) and less than 2% thought

























Respondents over 65 years of age
Respondents over 60 years of age
Respondents aged 18-21+ years













Women with one or more children
under 5 years
Respondents who preferred seeing
their doctor at the health centre









Those who had visited the surgery on one
or more occasions to see doctor or to




Those who had E2t visited the surgery
to see doctor or to take someone else in
preceding year
Those whose doctor had visited their home
at 1eao:t once in preceding year to see











Those whose doctor had not 7isited their
home at least once in prec"ding year to
sec them or someone else in household
Those who had attended a surgery session
where nurse helped doctor
Those who had not attended a surgery











Those who thought it an advantag'" for the
patient to ~e seen bV a nurse at doet0I'S
surgery
Those who thought it a disadvantage for the:



















ThoSE; who were on 'phone at home







._---'_.~....._. __ ..._.- ....
Those who, if they had badly cut their
hand on a Tuesday afternoon, would go
to:































This table is based on the following tables from th~ Statistical Supplement
(p Series) 61, 62, 63, 65, 70, ?la, 74, 75, 66.






























who didn't mind where they were seen or preferred the previous surgery
(in fact only about 109; of the latter thought t"at care had chanRed for
the better following the opening of the health centre), Respondents
who had had some form of contact with their doctor either in the form
of a visit to the surgery in the preceding year Or a home visit to a
member of their household in that period wero more likely than those
who had not had contact of this kind to feel that care had chffilged for the
better. Also those who had attended a surgery where a !lurse, had helped the
doctor (not necessarily in the health centre) were more likely to foel
that care had changed for the better follo~ring the opening of the health
centre than respondents who had not attended such a surgery. Moreover
those who thought the nurse helping the doctor in this way was advantageous
to the patient were mOre likely to feel that care had changed for th<:' better
following the opening of the health centre than respondents who felt that the
nurse working in this way was a disadvantag<l to the pati,mt.
Those who would still ~rhen they cut their hand on a Tuesday afternoon
go to the Witney healtn centre for treatment were much less likely to feel
that care had changed for the batter following the opening of the Carterton
health centre than the respondents who said they would go for treatment of this
kind to their doctor's surgery; so it would apponr that at least some of those
opting at the time of the after survey for p.oi.ng to the Witn,"y health centre
for treatment of a cut hand were doing so not just on the ground of convenience,.
There was no ,~videnc" found in the surveys that the more afflu'Jnt were
any different from those less w811-off in terms of their feelings about whethlH'
or not the opening of the health centre had improv8d the care their doctor cou] ,!
give th~m (in particular there were not apparent differences that made any
sense of this kind between members of different socio-economic groups; thos~
on the telephone, did not differ from those not on the 'phone and those comi.ng


























































Female Respondents aged 25-·'P+ years
Responc!i?nts aged over 65 years
Respondents aged over 60 ynars
Respondents who lived outside Carterton
P."spondents who had not visited their
doctors surgery in previous year to
see him themselveS or to take someone
else
Respondents who had.~isited their
•doctors SUI'gery on one '>1:' morr,
occasions to sec him chcm5~lves
or to take sOllleone <;182 in pre.,ious year
R~spondGnts whose hQ~es (a) had not,
(b) had been visited on one or more
occasions in prdceding Y"ar by doctor
either to See r~spondent or other
person in the household
ResponaE'!l to who stated that they did
not nonr,ally obtain an appointment
on the day requested
Widowed Respondents
Single Respondents
Respondents in fUll-time employment
~~sponctents in part-tiMe employment
Respondents who were retired
Housewives (not in employment)
~'spondents who were (a) on telephone
(b) not on telephone
Women with one or more children
under 5 years
Respondents who preferred seaing
the doctor in the health centr,'
Respondents who did not mind where
they saw the doctor
Those who had atter;ded a surg<;I'y
where nurse helped the doctor
TliOS", ~rho had not attended a surgery









































I BFFOFE I Arrr:p SURVEY I
~~ SURVEY -rr-"s-h-- -~Tsii-rv-J.-·vors-l-::::-__..,--,..,.._.,...,....,'"'""__""'""_-:-__-..,,.- ' _ -j1-:::S.;:3:::iTI:ple__ __" __,,, ,Those who thoug!,t it an advantage for
the patient to be se~n by a nurse
at the doctors surgery
Those who thou,'];ht it a disad"antage for
the patient to be seen Dy a nurse
at the doctoris surgery
l'hos" ,who if they had badly cut their
hand on a Tuesday afternoon, would
go to:
(a) Doctor's Surgery































































The population served by Carterton health centre was predominantly
situated in the village (no>l town) of Cartcrton itself. This community
possessed several distinctive characteristics relevant to the planning
of its health and social sf.rvices nnd to the interpretation of the results
of this study:
1. The population of Carterton was rapidly increasing at the time of this
study with the result that the number of patients registered \lith the
Bampton practice who were resident in the Carterton area was increasing
by about one thousand a year. Mor80ver a number of residents,perhaps as
much as a quarter of the population, did not appear to be registered with ~y
local doctor. One reason,it is thought, for this is that persons moving
into Carterton would not change to a Carterton doct0r Uhtil they felt the
need for attention.
2. The presence of the large R.A.F. Transport Command Base of Brize Norton
nearby (which was 'l.lso grovling at this time) led to a number of service
personnel and their families living in civilian Carterton. This contributed
to the high mobility of the popul'l.tion and affected its age structure.
3. 1I0us ing generally .in Cartcrton tended to be ch<eaper th'ID elsewherG
in the surrounding area. Horeov",r there wer., a nUJTl1:er of permanent
caravan sites in Carterton (~ccommodating it is believed a total of
around a thousand pcrsons).These sites offered the ~ttractjon of relatively
cheap accommodation (at least in terms of capital investme.n"t) bu't conditions
there were relatively depressed.
'I. The combination of substanti3.1 housing development much of it in the.
private sector and consisting of accommodation at the lower end of the price
range, the service family element of the popUlation ~~d the fact that Cartertnn
was relatively isolated from surrounding towns whore most amenities were
situated unless one had a car all probably contributed to "the, Car-torton
population being on average very young and so hwinf' a rel.. ,tiv.. ly hip:h (crude)
birth rate.
Because Car-tertan had changed so recently from beulg ~ very small village
a few miles from established centres of population in the locality it was
in these latter that the main surgeries of general practitioners serving th~
area were located. Since tv/o of these ~ractices ( ffild in particular that
based at Bampton ) took responsibility for general medical s<eI'vices in the
growing carterton village (as distinct from a Eew practice being established
there) Carterton health centre is at least in formal terms only a branch
surge~J of the practices concerned.
What effect then did the opening of the h8altr centre at Carterton hAve
on access to services? There aro two aspects t" this question.
-(,0 --
1 Quite apart from the opening hours of the h0elth centre the filet that it
~las a base for nUl'Sing and oth~r staff as w:ll as providing accommodation for
general practitioners meant that there l10uld tend to b", more people "ith son'"
kind of expertise around to deal with or advise about urgent problems.
The first is that of difficulties when tr~Telling to
the site where services are provided. In th~ case of general practitioner
services the health centre replaced the branch surgery of the Bampton
practice. The centre 14as about 400 yards from the' ole! branch surgery
and in probably a more convenient position in r~latiL~ to the population to be
served; in particular parking would be ('asier when visiting the Carterton
health centre. From th~ postal surveys of p~ticnts of this practice it
appears that relatively few rllspondents rc,.pc'rtcd any difficulty in travelling
to the old surgery and still fewer in travelling to the health c<entre.
Partly because of the siting of the health centre and partly because of the
increased usage of a car by patients when coming to the surgery when the
health centre was open journey times appeared to have bcc,n reduced considerably
following the opening of the centre. For patients of the other (Burford)
practice the opening of the health centre meant that at least on two days
a week they could attend Co surgG~j in Carterton instc3d of mQking
the journey to Burford. In the case of a number of health authority
services (see pages 15 - 19) tGo,the opening of the centre meant that
patients no longer had to travel to Wi toey or some other local town in order
to obtain access to these .
Given then that the opening of the health centre meant t~at a numb2r of
services were obtainable at a more convenient site than was previously thA ca~0
the second aspect of the questJon of ease of access to services arises. That
is to 14hat extent did the availability of services to Carterton patients
(whether provided at Carterton or elsewhere) change? The health centre
in Carterton was open usually on weekdays from about 8.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m.
whereas the branch surgery it replaced was open only when surgery sessions
and clinics were in progress and for limited p"ricds before and after these
were completed. This meant that it was at least possible to get advice
from a receptionist, and often treatment for minor injuries or ailments,
over much longer periods of the day ~lhen tht' healtlo centr" was open thFm l,ras
1the case before (this al)pli"s to weekdAys), IT' th" c"s~ ef the Bampt0n
practice the number of surgery 3(~8Sions and clinics hGld !)cr week in Carterton
did not during the periCld of the study :,ncr')C\se flc Hawing the mGve to' th<o
health centre (though with the ilrrival of thJ i1.dditional partner a few m"nths































































the number of sessions has been almost doubled to take account of the
increased practice population. Such an increase would have been impossible
in the old bra,ch surgery. The health centre although relatively short
of general practitioner accommodation did at least have enough multi-purpose
space to make such an increase in sessions just possible. Because the
health centre provided an additional base in the larger area includinR
Carterton and the other local centres ef population it made possible ,when
staffing perndtted, an actual increase :tn t11e total of sessions and s ..~rvic£s
of various kinds provided by th.., authority - for c,xRmpl" dental sessions
increased in number as did the nuw~0r of community nursing stRff serving
CCl.rtcrton aT d surrounding area.
The Cal~erton health centre was open on Monday to Friday only.
General pra~titioner services on Saturdays tended as before to be based on
the main surgery premises of the two practices involved and out of hours
calls woul! also be routed through these.
Givep that the health centre offered improved access to care of various
kinds and improved conditions for those providing the car~ - including a
common ream, a treatment room and a heRlth educetion area is it possible
to S2.y anrthing about the impact of the health centre in the yeRrs following
the open5ng of the health centre1
The Carterton section of the popUlation of the practice we studied was
increasi!lg at the time at the X'at,. of 25% pG!.' annum cr more - and to make
matters more complicated there was the l~rge group of people in Carterton
not reg;.stered 1~ith the local doctoIll but/~~'Qld tend to look to the health
centro for cere, when they needed it. Our findinp.s from tt-" w0r"-:l('~ld
study S·10wingth::t there was a 21% incl'easE: in the contact rdtc: per annum
for the doctors in the year following th" opening of the centre compared
with the year before is clearly relat<oJ to this rapid increase in the
Rt risk population1
!,ince this increase in the contilct r::lte is a ljttlf. It:'ss th:~n th\~ l"'ellltive
incre·isf! in the popUlation serv"d (i. e. registored ,·it!: the Bam::>ton doctors)
t]-.i:; result is alse compatible with the findings !.Of the patient survey th2t
respc,ndc,nts thinking of the year after the centre had openE,d recollected on
averagE: fewer contacts with the doctor than tb's'·' Hho weJ?e queso:ioned in
the bC'fore sUI'Vey about the year preceding the opening "f the centre. This
appErent decline in contact rate per person was accompanied by a decline
in 'the number of times respondents recollect2d fe.<:linp, the need to call on
the dcctors services but not actually doing so. Its s"ems possible that
--_._---
1
and the 40% increase in the ante-natal att,mdnnces is an indication th'lt






























the reduced contact rate ('lhich was not, the workload study suggested,
dUG to a d..,clin" in the ratio of return contacts to new contacts) coupled
with a rcduced incidence of occasions when a need for c~re was felt but
not sought ,may be rel·3.t"d to the pros,mce in th", d dst of the community
of the health centre opcn for long kmrs - tl,at is the re<:Ssurance
that follows from its being "asier to mCl.ke contact with those concerned
with provision of care may perhaps reduce the demand for care and the
sense of unfulfilled need simply b"caus" the centre; is there to be called
on if i.t is needed.
Some support for this conjecture is given by tits finding that in the
survey of patients the year after the h0alth centrG opened a considerably
higher proportion than in the survey just befol~ the centre opened said
they would go to their doctors surgery for att,mtion if they cut their
hand badly on a Tuesday .~fternoon. This incr-?ase t<aS i'.ceompanied by a
decrease in the proportion who said they would seek care for such an
injury at the Witney health centre (with its 10ng .1stablished treatnent
room facilities)~
At the time nf the before survey a number of rcsponder.ts appeared to
be expecting that the Cartcrton health centre would reseDble in services and
facilities the sophisticated centre at Witney (where for example many specialties
held outp~tient sessions and X-ray facilities were available). Obviously
the Carterton health centre was of a mueh mnro modest character than this.
However the prcportion of respondents in the 'after' survey who felt the
care thGY reeeiv'Gd from their dectnr had change(j for the better follO>ling the
opening of the health centre was considerably highe!' than the pro;oort-ion fou:od
in the caSE of p~.tients ef a large urb~n health centre vhere the accomrn0datioll
replaced lias certainly of no higher standard than that replaced in Ci!rtertoE
(Dyche and Bevan, 1976). The proportion who felt this >lay about cure at
the Carterton health centre was moreover onl~' a little less than the proportion
of a sample of patients in .'3IlOther study >Tho f"lt that mcdici'.l ca.re they received
had improved following the introduction of a particular way of organising a
doctor/nurse team in a specially built experi.mental surgGry unit Hhich W:iS in
addition to pre-exis.ing facilities (Bevan et al, 1976) •
Of the five centres studied in the series 0f-invGstigctions of which that
at Carterton was the last a higher proportion of respondents to the survey of
patient opinion at Coorterton after the health centre was opened indicated a
---------------
1 There is no reason to suppose that in the periGd intervening betw,:.en the
before and after surveys thflrc was any decline in the propnrtian of Cartert')11
pat ients \lOrking in IHtney. Cert'linly the result mentioned ~ovc >ras found
in partiCUlar in the case of respondentc (the'survivors') who answered this






























preference for seeing their doctor in their health centre as opposed to
not minding where they were seen or stating some other site th.:rrl was the
case for respondents questioned about any of the other four centresl .
The three Emallcst centrp.s studied contained nuch more support i!1 this
respect than the two rather larger ones (involving nine and twelve
general practitioners respectively). Certainly .;hile it is true that
the Carterton health centre presented a vast impro-.'·ement on the accommodation
previously available to general practitioners and other services it also
retained very much a 'village' atmosphere. It does seem that centres on
this scale are more popular than larger ones.
Respondents as a whole to the postal survey seemed then to view
Carterton health centre relatively favourably. Were there any groups
that stood out as being different in some way? Two important groups
did not. Respondents over 60 years of age seemed to be at least as
well disposed to the centre as younger respondcpts. They reported on
average a higher contact rate with the doctor eith"'r in the surgery or
in the home in the year following the opening cf the health centre than
respondents in the same age group in the year preceding its opening;
but like respondents as a whole they recalled fu""r occasions when they
felt the need to call attention from the doctor but had not obtained it
when the health centre was open than respondents in this age group thinking
of the year b~fore it opened.
';omen aged 25 to lflf YGars are the second importent2subgroup whose
views about the health centre were very similar to those of the respond'mts
as a whole. The group of women with one or marc children in the family
under 5 years also did not stand out as having special problems or attitudes
towards the health c.mtre.
The age group most apathetic towards the health ccntr~ was the youneest
(18-2lf)(this was also noted in othe~ studies; sce for examplc Bevan and B~er
1977) . This could of course be explained simply by the fact that this section
of the population had little need for health servic,>s but it is ~lso possible
that it may be a symptom of problems encountered by inexperienced people
coping with family and other adult responsibilidcos .
The postal survey did suggest that there ~r"re hlo kinds of persons who
tended to be much more apathetic if not opposed to the health cantre then
respondents as a whole. F.irst, there w;re thOSe Wh0 were in a senSe isolated
from the h~alth centre and those who worked there - as evidenced by their
1 See Dawes et al; 1975. Dawes and Bevan, 1976, Dyche and Bevan ,1976,
2 Bevan and Baker, 1977.
The importance of this "roup arises both from it" size ~:l0tive to the
population as a whol" and because wonen in this i1j!e groupl'high users of


























not having seen the doctor in the year preceding the survey (either in
the surg",ry or in the home) or not knowing in the before survey of the
imminent opening of the health centre. This could just be a matter of
lack of interest due to good health but it could be a consequence of a
feelini1estrangemcnt. Certainly the minority who felt that they did
not usually get an appointment to see the doctor on the day requested
were much less in favour of the health centre' than those who found they
did.
Secondly, there were those who may have feared
that the consequence of the health centre approach to care would he that
the patient would find himself/herself being seen by some other member
of the primary health care team ratk'r than the doctor~ Thus for example
those who thought it a disadvantage to the patient for a nurse to help
the doctor in the surgery were also more likely to view the health centre
without enthusiasm than those who felt that such help would be an
advantage. However those who had experienced the nurse helping the
doctor in the surgery appeared to be more likely both to feel that the
nurse helping this was an advantage to the patIent and that care received
following the opening of the health centre had changed for the better.
It may be that the fears both of those who are isolated from their
doctor's organisation (because,possibly quite incorrectly,they feel that
they cannot obtain care when they feel in need of it) and those who often
without direct experience are concerned lest the doctor\s role may be
encroached upon by other members of the primary hee.lth care team may be .",1-
l~:,!c>d by the provision of suitable information (th"sc remarks of course
do not apply only to health centres) .
The small size of the health centre at Carterton did have one advantag"
for those who worked there. This is because its scale meant that almost
inevitably the common room was fairly close to th'o consulting rooms and
offices of staff (except the dentist'sf?~ended to re used a good deal in
formal and informal meetings of those working in the> health centre. (Initially
there had also been a weekly lunch meeting of doctors and social workers,
who did not hold sessions in the centre , but th"s,", had subsequently
gradually declined in frequency to once a month wIth fewer persons attending) .
On the other h3nd the small size of the centre has presented increasing
problems to those who work there as the popUlation of Carterton has gra.ffi .
The acconunodati.on(apart possibly from the dental >ling) has to be used very
intenshrely and there remains an acute shortage of storage space. There
is however ground a"ailable on which the health centre could be extended..
The fact that the general practitioners usinr, the centre had to maintain
main surger!es elsewhere raises the problem of location of equipment
especially as at presGnt 3\loh equipment would tend tc be located i.n
lOth~r studies (see .-.Jr example n-~~~ e;"-:'L ,1.976) sugge-sted th~-um!)er
of patients had reservations about extending the role of the nUl'S" in the































the main surgeries although the population of Carterton is now several
times the size of the connnunities s.erved by these surgeries.
However the health centre in CartertoIl he,s constituted 3. sufficient
if not ideal base from which to provide care for this community at a
time when it is increasing very rapidly in size and experiencing inevitable
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